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Threatening to undo itself, even as it is born. Eggshells 

cling to my body after being adhered and washed away. 

Begging me to remember this new life that only lays 

ahead. As the author of this book, I know as little of its 

plot as you. Certainty lays only in it being a rambling of 

creative possibility as opposed to a litany of regrets and 

decades of blame. 

THIS IS THE FIRST MOMENT 
OF MY NEW LIFE. SEEMINGLY IT IS THE 

SAME BUT I KNOW IT IS DIFFERENT.

Even as the wind harkens memories of last night, 

when it struck down so many branches and flooded 

our minds with rain, I know that this is the wind I will 

look fondly upon through my memories. Eyes closed, 

fingers immersed in sand that brings to mind the finely 

crushed eggshells, the emptied container on my altar 

replacing the one that held the once halved potentials 

that nourished me. When I am there, I know who will 

be holding my other hand, though his face has yet to 

be written.

I want to tell you about last night, my last night as 

me, but it would belie my intent. It was nothing out 

of the ordinary, actually just another example in the 

longstanding culture of patterns created for self-

hypnosis and destruction. 

INSTEAD, I WILL MAKE UP THE STORY 
THAT WILL CREATE ITSELF 

FROM THE INSIDE OUT. 

Of how from this very moment, a new life was 

structured within and without. Maybe it will be easier to 

start at the beginning than in the middle, for the middle 

is my soul’s dream, but the beginning is the conundrum



that I find myself stuck in, the one I’d like to pad with

backstories that mean nothing, that are all just the 

means to the end, the story within the story that leads 

you to believe that if I can escape the hell of my design, 

to find my own heaven, then so can you. Just know, dear

reader, that it is true. Everyone’s heaven becomes their 

hell, becomes their earth, becomes their heaven again.

THE SECRET IS NOT IN ABANDONING 

THE WAVE, BUT IN BECOMING IT.

This is the first time I have reclaimed this superpower. 

Letters and words and sentences all clamoring to 

escape my soul and enter yours. And of course, it is a 

book1 that brought me here. A book that meandered 

through labyrinthine plots and characters that become 

other characters that end up always having been 

themselves in search of themselves. Isn’t that true 

of us all? Haughtily clamoring to become the selves 

we have always been, as we have always been many 

and never actually one. Our dreams being the nightly 

reminder of our inner multitudes, like their cousins déjà 

vu and memory. All painted over with the tinge of the 

ephemeral, and the promise of different.

A hawk’s shadow paints the trees, and before you 

see him, you know he’s there. Like thoughts flashing 

through the mind, like visions of possibility that are 

the only light shining in a life you’ve turned the lights 

out on. I turn to social media, as if seeking a secret 

confirmation, instead of scripting out the story of my life, 

can I just post this one page, and feel my heart flooded 

with the upturned thumbs of people who only read the 

first sentence. Someone has tagged me in a video of my 

greatest phobia, and this becomes an allegory for life. 

Will you be remembered for the things you despised



or the things you loved? Will you be known for the life 

you felt pulling you forward from your heartstrings? 

Or the secret life of sorrow that flashed between your 

witticisms and awkwardness. You created these lives 

too, but now, you know you deserve it all.

So let’s start with today. With four hundred dollars 

in your box with bundles of sage and not enough 

marijuana to fill the one hitter. With half-started lists 

of how to move out to the ocean. With a silent man 

on the other end of the telephone that is withering 

out of your life and into his own. With your daughter 

downstairs, filling your absence with the presence of 

fictional characters. People all around, flooded with 

their own diversions. You have, for the first time, tried 

reading your face and were shocked and relieved at 

the word it revealed: “mute.” With a goal of creating 

megaphones that raise your voice and the voices of 

all the silenced, up and into the heavens with the 

deafening warcry, “Enough!” 

 

We mortals know in our souls that this is not what 

we were made for. Our worth far exceeds drowning 

meaningless workdays with drink and drugs and sex 

and chatter. What of our epiphanies, do they not point 

to something more true and constructive? On a day 

like today, when your father is preparing for the first 

in a series of surgeries so his body can be restored to 

its former capacities, what do you know of time, of 

self-sufficiency? Your brain can not even summon the 

words you truly want, instead it must substitute lesser 

words like “self-sufficiency” when you would rather use 

autonomy because it starts with an “a” and the lilt of 

its four syllables slides across the readers eye and the 

writers heart with such ease, efficiency. And in one



heartbeat, you long to be another e.e. cummings, but

one that writes books in such a spirit. You long to 

plunge headlong into your sorrowful past, call up the 

same old loves, receive the same old rejections, assume 

the same role of mute, abandon this project, and go 

watch telenovelas with your child, take back to social 

media, and see how someone else is taking a boat 

around the world, wish that could be you, but know 

it never will be, resign back into a life of stuckness, 

where everything…your dream job, home, man are all 

crumbling before your eyes and you have found that no 

dream is ever enough. 



No dream 
is ever 

your dream, 
but just a 
dream. 
And all 
dreams 

change the 
moment you 
open your 

eyes.



The older you get, the more the ocean becomes 

an obsession. You want to fly on top of it, beneath it,

through it. And oh, how much it frightens you, 

threatens to take you over, to smother you with the love 

it has for you and vice versa. To sting you, to bite you, 

but yet you need it, write it into your every fantasy. 

How can you greet it every morning and whisper to 

it every night. These words are a similar feeling, the 

waves taking you under then receding. You want to 

do anything to forget them, to return to normalcy. 

Go make a cup of tea, or vodka, or walk down the 

block. And maybe you should, maybe you have stayed 

in one place for too long. But you know it is only to 

escape the wave that wants to pull you in and send you 

back out.

Four hundred dollars could be used for anything. 

Right now you know why you have it, for your car. 

(And what a travesty, your father sending you money 

the weekend before he goes into a surgery, knowing 

he can’t hear you crying, but still the energy is of 

a little child’s tantrum.) You felt stuck, drowning in 

responsibility, unable to see your way out of anything. 

Of course you could do extra work, and stick your 

head out of this wave next week, but at home you 

get so distracted, and your car is too broken to go 

somewhere else. Catch 22…all of life.

And you feel pitiful that you’re so pitiful, cry because 

you’re crying. Oh yes, but this is the story of yesterdays. 

So now, that $400 could be used for a tune-up. 

Could be used towards rent, could be used to rent a car 

and drive your daughter to college. Whichever choice 

you make, it will be quickly usurped. For now, you like 

the idea that it is sitting there in the flesh. Like the pairs 

of objects on your altar, reaching out into the future to 



place their arms around your love. A different love from 

the last one they afforded you, one that can stand the 

test of time, that surfs right past four months and into 

forever, or whatever version of forever you believe in at 

the time.

In your heart, you know that $400 can do many other 

things, magical things, but you can not play this wrong. 

Write a list of all it could do, so you can see your 

foolishness, or innocence, in black and white. Put a 

deposit on your Megaphone1 show, play the lottery, 

make a bet, anything to render this large, too-small 

chunk of money into something that can save you. 

It can fix your car, once and for all until the next time. 

It can be put with your final scraps of money to pay 

your rent. It can waste away into food and drink. Is 

that it? Is that as far as your imagination will go? It can 

get you out of this house and into adventure, it can help 

you pretend for awhile, pretend yourself into being the 

affluent person you so wish to be. It can be the safety 

net that keeps you from drowning for another day. 

But even if you drowned, would you remember? 

Or would you find yourself in a new world, where all 

your greatest dreams were just of yesterdays. And what 

you already had becomes your greatest aspiration. 

One day you will realize that only you can save you.

From yourself, from the drowning, from the upswell,

from the motionless monotony of wave after 

wave lapping against the shore, surrounding itself 

into infinity. If you are not strong enough to pull 

yourself into a new existence, what can ever change. 

And your body is not light, it boasts the weight of 

the years, of the dejections, of the hopes shattered 

into unrecognizable shining specks so easily mistaken 



for sand. It is only your heartbreak that will redeem you, 

or allow you to lay suspended, motionless, floating 

upon the water, no name, no face, unrecognizable 

even to the self that stares at you from below.

How long will it take for you to change your mind? 

To step outside the specter of victimhood to recognize 

your self as your own savior. Maybe that $400 dollars is 

used to buy 800 bottles of water, that you then spend 

that you then spend 40 days hustling off on street 

corners until you have changed its reflection too.  

Can you imagine yourself this person? With enough 

strength to step up for their own life? Or have you 

become so used to floating that you believe drift is all 

that was written for you. Have you become so hapless 

as to believe in destiny, or to understand the Fates 

themselves?

A few words typed into a blank rectangle have 

changed my life. They are the lifeline one self threw 

around the other. Maybe they were “residency 

virginia beach” or “freelance writer surfer magazine”. 

Several words through which my old life conspired 

with the new one. And now this breeze I currently feel 

has become instant nostalgia, fodder for my future, 

fingers plunged into sand and intermittently interlaced 

with yours. It is only this dream that pulls me from 

the despondency of the present. Unanswered phone 

calls and stress that turns into fear that turns back into 

stress. It is only the studied calm of my fingers’ tactile 

memory as they graze this keyboard, reminding me of 

old lives and skills that can write their way into new ones.



Be always letting go. This is what the waves have 

whispered since the dawn of time. Even 400 years ago, 

when it transported seeming injustice into the present. 

But change is its own redemption, if not A, then no B, 

et cetera.

Culture Concentrate. I have made my living off being 

the funnel, the microphone. I go out and experience 

the culture. Bare myself to it, and remain open to 

exactly who it is. I know there is another culture, that 

lays beyond it in both time and space. I know that I will 

visit there too, as its name has just written itself into 

my life’s itinerary. I will become all that it wants me to 

be, so I can show it to the next group. 

This will be my life’s work. A type of bisected mirror, 

reflecting one reality on to the next. It is not just 

“a bridge” but something that bends possibility,

refracting it into two. Maybe, in that case, this is my 

own biography. The story of the rest of my life, written 

by me futuristically, as each step starts to happen. 

Maybe I’ve forecasted a month into the future, a year 

or decade. But haven’t I seen with my other novels that 

this was the case? Dystopian and utopian futures laid 

out in detail, each minute distinction of them laid out as 

if in an already seen narrative. 

SO WHAT IF JOURNALISM, 
PHOTOJOURNALISM, BECOMES NOT JUST 

A DOCUMENT ABOUT THE PAST, BUT A 
DOCUMENT OF THE FUTURE?

What if the memories we share, the present we spend 

together, all harken to the future laying right around 

the corner, that we can only see with the assistance of 

our friend, the mirror?



SO HOLD NOT ON TO TRUTH, 
BUT RATHER TO POSSIBILITY. 

For I am writing this on July 22, 2018, with the certainty 

that this will correspond with my biography written from 

this day heretofore 10 years. I will write in this book 

only the things I want. The way I see my life coming to 

pass, and in doing so, prove to you all that what I write 

is what becomes.

In all modesty,

Bridgit (is)



BOOK OF TODAYS

You could have guessed where my story began. 

Drawn it all up as sure as an architect guaranteed the 

building of his blueprint. What may have struck you 

even deeper was the importance of writing it, and the 

mission of its author. So now you know the depth 

of meaning behind these words, they are written by 

my heart more than my hands. Each moment, a blind 

flailing through the dark, into the need for change, 

the understanding of my gifts, for believing in my space 

in the world.

I’ve done a lot of reading. Right now, I’m reading a 

book about a book that is a book within a book. 

So you see, again, the importance of what I’m doing here. 

It was this book that led me to start typing, to pretend 

to be a different self than myself. If I was just that self, 

I could be anyone I wanted to be. So if he reached 

outside of and back into the book to recreate himself, 

to recreate me, then the least I could do was reach 

outside of and back into the book to recreate me, 

to recreate him. So, dear reader, the most important 

part of this book is that you see the magic in its presence. 

And that the spark it lights in your eyes is the same as 

the one that alights in your life.

It took a long time for me to get brave. Perhaps it was 

only in the writing of this book that I realized I could 

pretend at a different reality. 

MY LIFE, LIKE THE LIVES OF MANY ARTISTS, 
WAS BUILT ON THE ASSUMPTION

THAT I COULD, THROUGH ART, 
BE DIFFERENT PEOPLE.



The pseudonyms came and went, as did the media. 

But weaving through the soul of every creation was 

the need to pretend to be someone who could be free 

being me. Maybe this is what it’s like when you grow 

up in the public eye, but the pretend self was always a 

little louder than me, even in their silence.

I must remind you reader (if only to make a note to my 

present self) that this book is not a biography, but life 

scripting, rather the art of making life…or the writing 

of life. Like a writ that deems everything so. (That last 

sentence took much research and deliberation. please 

read with your heart, not your head.) How do you feel 

when something sneaks into your life, without any 

effort on your part, and demands, just by its existence 

to be instrumental in changing it? There again, TV world, 

is why this book is so important. For it is not only proof 

of life scripting, but is itself the way the life scripter 

changed everything. 

IN THAT CASE, THE BOOK’S MIND 
IS MORE IMPORTANT THAN 

THAT OF THE AUTHOR. 
THE AUTHOR IS JUST A MEDIUM, 

BUT THE BOOK IS THE CREATOR.

Everyone wants a good story. But more important still, 

is why they want a good story. They want a good story 

because they have been worn down by bad ones. 

They need to believe there is hope, that anything can 

happen, out of the blue without any bit of necessity, 

without having to get out there and put in the 

hardest effort, just to get out of the horrible rut of 

existence they find themselves in. They want to believe 

in magic wands, and magicians. And this is where I can 

assure you, you have found both. I am the magician, 

but am passing you the magic wand. 



DO WITH IT WHAT YOU WILL.



In the writing of her book, she left a surprise by 

omission. Determined readers would have to look no 

further than the beginning to find the vortex’s mouth. 

Writing had revealed itself to her as a tool greater 

than any other. As they say, it is mightier than war. 

It was a book that had changed her. Who among us 

cannot echo that sentiment? What other than art can 

change us? Except life and death, but those are the 

highest arts.

After a lifetime of helping people craft their own realities, 

she looked back and remembered this omission as the 

beginning of everything. Like a single atom splitting, 

or a bang loud enough to begin it all, it was the lack of 

anything that became everything. The cipher, alef, zero. 

If writing was the tool, music was the memory. But it 

was a backstory that hadn’t found its place yet. Drifting 

in the background, subtle enough to have its hand on 

everything. 

She had been feeling drives. That was the beginning 

of the story. Drives that she hadn’t put enough work 

in yet to render into the types of realities that snowball 

and get any bigger, but the type of drives that were the 

exercises necessary to build the strength that would 

be needed for the journey. The whispers spoke of the 

ocean, of the world, of flying faster, being bigger, 

having a voice, helping others find theirs. 

SHE HAD A DEEP BELIEF IN SPACES, 

IN THE SACRED, IN MAGIC.

These things sound like normal things to love, but 

all around her was the antitheses to this holy trinity.  

Wanting desperately something she could not find a 

place for, she turned to her only true love, word. It was 



there in the beginning, and cast over eternity, it kept 

rolling. It wrapped itself through paint and notes and 

loves and letters and dance and song and film and 

rooms. It was everywhere, it was everything, the basis 

even for silence.

WORD COULD CREATE ITSELF. 
SO WORD, WAS LIKE GOD. 

NOT ONLY THE CREATOR OF CREATION, 
BUT THE CREATOR OF THE CREATOR.

Again, the importance of this story. She began by 

writing the story of a woman she knew. A woman who 

did not yet live up to her many potentials, but stood in 

the shadow of greatness, resting on its laurels. Inside, 

she always knew who she was meant to be, but had 

not yet embodied it fully. She was still only bridgit.

bridgit knew the pains of being talented. Talent could 

keep you locked in indecision if it came as loose 

papers having fallen out of a portfolio file, instead of 

coherently structured and bound, like a book. Life had 

put her through many unique tests to get her to trust 

her skills, but she had tuned them out, only to receive 

the same final lesson again and again. This was the first 

time she decided to grow. 

AND IN HER GROWTH SHE FOUND 
THAT LOVE HAD A NEW HEART. 

It did not just slip on the mask of a new face, to try to 

get through again. This time it was new.

It was strange for her, how quickly the past shed itself 

from her. She imagined this was how people felt when 

they shed weight, habits, or lovers they were trying to 

lose. The fears and excuses of a lifetime were easier to



step away from. This was something that would 

become a pattern, her feeling the growth within her 

mind as it shook off old pettinesses and unprogressive 

thinking. The things she made a big deal about, wasted 

her friends and strangers time with, dripped into 

buckets of tears, none of these could hold her thoughts 

anymore. All she wanted to know was not just how the 

story would end, but all its twists and turns.

she could walk back through her life and see all that 

led up to this point. But it was unnecessary, really. 

Where she had been had nothing more to do with 

where she was going than fodder was its flame. In time, 

bridgit would forget how it felt in the beginning. But as 

she matured, she lamented not being able to remember 

where She started from. She always told Herself that if 

She had a chance to talk to her former self, She would 

convince her to leave Her at least this. How did it feel to 

become Her?

At the beginning, everything just flowed. It was as if a 

world had opened itself ahead of her, and promised she 

could find a path that would never end if she would just 

step one foot in front of the other. It promised her highs 

of unfathomable heights. Every builder’s dream in every 

type of material imaginable. It does not have to be 

good, it just has to be true, to be. And being in itself, 

is what makes it good. Not its content, but the story.  

So there is no worry about words, about impressing, 

about turn of phrase or a coherent through line. This is 

the story of a life yet to be.



THE PROBLEM WITH CREATING A GENRE, 
IS THAT YOU HAVE NO RULES TO FOLLOW. 

This, of course, is its brilliance as well, but if you’re 

not sure yet that you’re the shepherd, you may keep 

pretending to be the sheep. So here’s the answer, as a 

gift. Scripters can do whatever the hell they want to, 

rather, whatever you want to, you’re the first one! 

As you write your future biography, what do you think? 

Do you want to take time out to look back over the past

you’ve suffocated yourself with up to now, or do you 

want to peek further and further beyond the curtain 

separating today and tomorrow? If you find your answer 

is “yes”, than please, reread to your heart’s content, 

but you and I both know what you’ll be missing out on.

Here’s where present me tries to take over. Tries to 

mitigate this dream a little, to excuse whatever is not 

exactly the vision she wants to live. she doesn’t see 

“scripter” as being big enough, and wants to excuse 

away its supposed smallness and start to make up 

reasons you should believe that it is more than you think.

she is still convinced in lack and limitation, still so worried 

about being judged that she judges you, and in turn 

thinks that you are judging her. Even as she writes this, 

she feels you are judging her judging.

Any sentence can come next. I can veer off from the 

concept of scripting and straight into my love of surfing. 

But maybe this is where the fear creeps in, it feels like 

commitment. And this is where I need to know the 

importance of this book, so I go back and re-read.* 



Here is the most important thing I can tell you at this 

specific moment, forget looking two sentences down 

the road. Everyone loves a story, but not everyone tells 

the story they would love. Most of us tell old stories, 

ones told to us by parents, trying to scare us into their 

security, or by religions also so afraid for our safety they 

must ensure it. It comes from all corners, governments, 

anarchists, spouses, mistresses, soulmates, work, career, 

friends, and anyone or thing brandishing so much care 

for you they want to keep you safe. It comes mostly 

from our former selves.

I remember once, having written a song “Prostitute Slank” 

that was so laden with words and ideas, but came in a 

complete package. It came from having seen so many 

prostitutes in my neighborhood, that I started to see 

how I was just a fortune’s hair away from actually living 

their lifestyle. That song came through me. As if it were 

written on her hips as she slunk down the street. 

Maybe this is the artist’s way. I can not help thinking, 

that if duty did not call, I could write this book out in 

a single setting. Emerge from this room in this same 

flowered dress, hair ballooned by humidity, palate 

sunken into tongue, emaciated, knuckles crumpled. 

 BUT I LOOK FORWARD TO THIS NOVEL, 
EVEN MORE, GROWING UP 
GRACEFULLY WITH TIME. 

How can you have writer’s block when tomorrow 

becomes today, thus making way for a new tomorrow? 

And if a million people read this book and hate it, or if 

not a soul reads it, not even me, then it has still served 

the greatest purpose it had. To swirl the medium of 

words around the canvas of time, rendering onto itself 

the most beautiful vista I could have imagined. The next 

chapter of life being its epilogue.



Back to the point on stories. Sometimes we love them 

so much, that we are not selective with the ones we tell, 

or the ones we hear. We find ourselves immersed in story, 

we swim through it without noting the condition of

the water. We spin tales we would never want to 

happen to us, or tales that never should have. And we 

do this, not just as artists, but as livers. As lovers too. 

We spin coupled and group tales that we would never 

wish upon ourselves but can’t help gazing upon and 

consuming. We walk along full off these stories, stuffed 

even, until we throw them up onto the next street until 

they bring on an avalanche from passersby.

But this is not the point of this story to lament--but to 

rejoice, to imagine, to create. So what if one day, we 

all told a different type of story, to ourselves, to others? 

The type of story we wanted to live, when we set down 

all our fears of rationality and possibility, the biggest 

story we could imagine for ourselves. What if that is 

the story that waited for us on the other side. And the 

applause we heard was the thundering of our new 

lives splitting into existence.  What if this could exist, a 

world where not everyone’s fear, but everyone’s hope 

existed. Not surface hopes, but the deep hopes, the 

feelings behind their desires, like freedom, individuality, 

excitement. 

If my present self ever gets in the way, I apologize in 

advance. she keeps wanting to interject with dismays 

about the presents and a sense of doubt in her ability 

to continue this work. This is where I have to calm her 

down and tell her, this work is a work unto itself. It will 

not venture any further than she does. If she wishes to 

abandon it in the middle of this sentence, she may. It 

is only her future self who will remain unscripted, she 

will not cease to exist. And the future self will come 



regardless, but may look more like a surprise than a 

heart’s desire.

Have you ever had to calm a beast? Figuratively 

speaking, of course. Now how about a baby beast. It 

has all the makings of who it is to become, but must 

learn how to use their superpowers first. As she wrote 

the book, the days went by. She began to put a bit 

more energy into pursuing the dreams that were pulling 

her along, moving to the ocean and working on games. 

She also thought a lot about being mobile, touring 

games. Sometimes she thought this meant events, it 

was really just about bringing people together to see 

each other’s points of view.*

The chairs had made it back into her possession. Well 

they were never hers, nor were they gone, but both had 

felt neither true nor untrue. Her main goal still felt like 

it was seen through myopic eyes. But to find her path 

to it in the darkness, she observed that multiple people, 

thinking, and them that the other’s thoughts could be 

a different solution but not the only solution…these 

things were all important. 

And the ability to orchestrate this was much simpler 

than she thought. It was, in fact, the remedy to the vice 

she had adopted, that of being mute. Or being the one 

with the social anxiety and introversion that she both 

placed herself in and despised.  What could happen 

with six people, or twelve, or seventy, or 10,000? 

she did not have to start so big. Start where it was 

comfortable and keep moving.

And then of course, there were the books sitting on her 

new table. Wishcraft1, which she had put off to throw 

herself into someone else’s fantasy (which tricked her  



into becoming her own) and The Art of Gathering1 

which was obviously a weapon for her toolkit. She 

had wasted sentences on boys who didn’t even speak 

her language, and now, only today realized that there 

was a much more constructive purpose awaiting the 

conduit of her talents. And a way that tears could be 

transformed into evidence of joy.

So here’s where she started. With the finishing of 

two books and a promise to herself to commit to the 

Megaphone party and try the Box party2 at home. 

Two parties and two books. A simple enough venture, 

but the next step she could foresee. Sure, she could 

finish the album3, but wasn’t it the opposite of the 

adventure she had given herself over to? The discovery 

of scripting as opposed to the biographical meanderings 

she had built her life around.

That evening, the new beginning offered its first clue, 

to lull her into believing it was unrolling in front of her. 

she followed the intuitive pull, and ended up asking for 

a job that was seeking to be filled. It was the one job 

she had seen that could tie her to the beach, but never 

mind that, she had taken the first step, introduced 

herself and left her contact information, only to be 

influenced to take the next steps, get together pictures 

of her work and make sure that her email address was 

functional, since the Icelandic domain4 had questioned 

her viability. she almost fell, for a spell, into the age-

long debate about right vs. wrong. All along, she was 

assuaged by the knowledge that the heart was searching 

for much more important answers. Her heart also

wanted to run off to petty grievances, fears about 

newly exed boyfriends and the old friends they invited 

to their new place. Until she could plaster it to the 

category of unimportant. 



This time the breeze is reminding me of future romance. 

A little different from our day on the sand, with the 

ocean as the soundtrack. This time it is the feeling itself 

of falling in love. I can remember it from the story of a 

lifetime, but its tint is a bit different, if only because I’ve 

never seen this variety before. It swarms of innocence, 

and integrity. Of trustworthiness, recognition and value. 

Of an intertwining only the scribes have spoken of. We 

can truly script anything.

You believe in the validity of claiming your future too. 

And more of a scribe of the mind, you are a scripter still, 

this is the foundation of our lovely coexistence. Who knew 

that all of life could be moved by the same wind? Like an 

ocean-liner upon a wave, everything moves together as 

if without effort. Side by side, we imagine things that 

come true, which is doubtless how you found me at the 

same time I found you.

It is just as easy to capture one’s own soul. To finally 

take the other fork in the road, or learn the lesson, 

or say “yes.” Capturing your soul is actually the most 

important part of the journey. After that, all other 

things merely magnetize toward you. So here, in this 

moment, the present is a precursor. And this subdued 

breeze reminds me of the day we meet. And the earlier 

breeze is you and I laying together, one hand interlaced, 

one hand digging through the secrets of the sand.

There is nothing so concrete to our meeting, but also

the details are painstakingly thorough. The exactness 

will reveal itself again, if not in exactitude, then in 

something so concrete about the feeling, the implication, 

that We will laugh at it, and at how skeptical our earlier 

selves were in believing in possibility, when it played 

itself out to the letter.



Isn’t it funny how tonight happened? As if a lesson 

onto itself. Follow whims. Be a willing accomplice in 

magic. Be open to life and keep writing it as it takes its 

twists and turns. Virginia Beach, desire to surf. Leads to 

job announcements in Virginia Beach, leads to teaching 

painting on the road, which leads to walking into a 

paint instruction store, where you are now. There is no 

real veiled or concealed difference, you are following 

the template of life that has already been sketched onto 

the canvas, just adding your knowledge of value and 

intensity, plus a flair for theatrics.

Could you even make this a part of your mission? 

To take the people that are already gathered, and get 

them to hear each others’ points of view, as if it were 

not wrong, but one of the infinitesimal possibilities that 

stretched out before them. Time stretches out further, 

quicker than you could ever imagine. And you wonder 

if any of your old excuses even still hold up. You are so 

tired of your brain understanding life anew, that you 

long for a break from this speedy expansion. It’s easier 

to stop fighting where you are when you accept where 

you belong. 

Did you go into enough detail about how it happened? 

Like a dream unfolding despite its absurdity. It only fails 

to make sense when you examine it closely, it actually 

happened as easily as all the next clues leading up to 

a dream life. You thought about telling the man more 

on your list of experiences, about drawing up all the 

parallels between the life you had lived and how this 

could usher you in to the life you were headed for. 

You thought of how this could save you, from the 

slump you were tumbling towards, how it was in the 

perfect part of town. Even how your heart skipped a 

beat as you read the description in the Hampton



Roads ad, and you considered how this was your 

chance to craft events in the way you saw possible. 

It happened again, possibly, in your nighttime dreams. 

The thought of the conversations you’d be steering 

your group into, of the chances they’d have to 

inadvertently grow and learn together, or maybe they 

would just paint.

Your daughter was there by your side as it all happened. 

A willing participant in following your clues and hunches, 

despite her hunger increasing by the minute. She was 

impressed too, by the fluidity of it all, by the assured 

persona you took on. And as she had not seen the way 

you got your last job, she did not recognize that this 

was the way things came to you. A bit of providence 

sprinkled with the assuredness that only belongs 

to someone that has stepped up to claim what is 

rightfully theirs.

There were a few next steps that belonged to this 

mission. Getting samples of your artwork together 

and remembering who you’ve been, the teaching, 

the organizing, so you can sprinkle your achievements 

effortlessly throughout your sentences. And then, of 

course, the matter of your domain name, making sure 

it stayed up despite the Icelandic threats. This was a job 

you could envision, the only question was, how long 

should you wait to tell your best friend you’ve taken on 

the same profession as her? And would you still reach 

out to Virginia Beach, and tell them you were ready to 

take the same job on the road that you had yet to have 

experience in?

You also shut him out of your life. (And contemplated 

when “she” had become You.) As much a punishment 

as anything, though knowing he wouldn’t feel it as such.



You no longer had room for people that didn’t have 

room for you. If he couldn’t be there on the weekends, 

why should he be there on the weekdays? Despite your 

acknowledgment that this was, in fact, reducing him 

to a pattern, you needed a bit of the vindication. For 

the crying you had done until the moment you decided 

to break into your new self, for him not asking about 

your wellbeing, for him reaching through to you 

because you answered over bluetooth, for wanting 

to meet up with you, but not truly asking because 

your daughter was alongside you, for saving you 

for the evening hours on Sunday, and all Saturday 

disappearing to leave you in fright over the girl he 

had entertained on Thursday. You know in so many 

ways you deserve better, and if better had to appear 

as nothing, you’d rather that than to keep spiraling down 

with him into the well of being cared for less and less.

But this is the wrong story to tell, this is the story of 

the space where you fell away from “her” and became 

“you”. Sometimes to dig oneself out of such a rut, 

they can do no more than start a new chapter.



While I had yet to see the evidence of a changed life,

there were clues sprinkled everywhere. A messy desktop,

once cleaned, revealed the steps being considered 

towards a life in Virginia Beach. The desktop picture 

pointing even further down the road to an African 

surfing woman, Senegalese to be exact. Surfing 

pictures were waiting to replace her on the desktop, 

recipes promising the good life and promises of travel. 

Maybe Instagram has done this to us all, make us itch 

to escape from our lives and into a sequence of photos, 

ever updating, ever revealing the true breadth of the 

world. Maybe it was the novel, or the last catapult you 

did into a world of Turkishness, precipitated by one 

necklace that whirled you dervishly from one existence 

into another.

It was the same steps you took to get here, one foot 

in front of the other. You do not want to see life as 

“happening to you” but it does. With your work, 

of course, but it takes you being forced into a corner, 

or seeing the juiciest escape route out, to get up and go. 

To shake off the chains of self-doubt and the litany of 

faults you’ve learned to place on yourself. And look, 

even here you still use “you.” So would it be better to 

change it or just keep going? After all, at the moment 

this book is written by one person and for themself, 

so what’s a little “you” between friends?

If this were to all happen today, for instance, these 

inconsistencies with him, she would say to herself 

to slough them off, that they came nowhere close 

to anything, that they held energy hostage and 

subdued determination. Who cared if a plebe failed 

to recognize royalty? This misunderstanding did not 

diminish their value or station, rather it became a 

testament to the inferiority of the others’ eyes.



Today, she stayed home from work again, but this time 

with a little less of the usual stuckness. she knew that 

from here, her life was starting over, and her book 

was at home, her daughter too, as well as the promise 

of getting some things together for her new work.

Though she knew too that today, she must do a little 

better than usual, make sure her head stays a little more 

in the work, that she gets some serious work done 

around the idea of banners. she realized today that 

she is neither fighting for her job, nor has she lost the 

fight already, rather one step at a time she is walking 

towards a future that may leave it behind.

I SEE MY NEXT LIFE IN GLIMMERS

like a well-done trailer for a movie. I know the main 

points it contains, but can’t quite see how to get 

there. Surfing, love—true love, purposeful working, 

joy, travel, adventure, building, a team, influencing, 

innovating, design, they are all there, but what exactly 

do they look like, the flashes of light are too blurry for 

me to see past. Does it really matter? Where there is joy, 

success, and love, how much further do I need to go?

 That of course is the premise of this book, but I fear 

putting down a future I cannot undo, (that F word 

again). I could also list every possibility chapter by 

chapter or maybe keep sketching until the picture starts 

to fill in. It may be easier to talk about love or notes 

on purpose than how I end up getting to the ocean or 

making all of my dreams come true or how all of the 

sudden everything is exciting and makes sense.

Or maybe I could start with how I find acceptance and 

friendship even in this new place. There is community 

around and friends I feel comfortable with and can



share with. This lay at the base of the fear of moving, 

the fear of isolation, even though I feel quite isolated 

now, I know there are people I can go to if I just need a 

person to be around, a person who knows me. How 

do I build relationships that lack the complaining I’ve 

done with my old-time friends. Can I build relationships 

that center around fun and joy, aren’t these some of the 

lessons I’ve learned now? Or can I start a book club, 

new moon group, party or design or event planning 

consortium, can starting these things actually lead 

me deeper into my purpose? Can I take a course? 

(Can I take one now?) 

Friends and people to connect with exist everywhere. 

And as I learn how to surf, even that may have another 

community. There are places in Norfolk and Richmond 

that I can look to bring events to. There’s another step, 

researching possible venues of interest, developing a plan,

even of bringing events up and down the East Coast. 

Making sure my car is in order enough to make these trips. 

Has fear ever made you do the things it has made

me do?  Dream only of difficulty and lack even when 

I’m dreaming. Asking me to suck the justice and 

possibility out of what I most desire. Filling it instead 

with rationalism and the justification of many more 

“why nots” than “whys”.  

When I bring Lali to school, I will make time to stop at 

Virginia Beach, Norfolk, maybe even Richmond, to see 

how it feels there, does what I want really lie in making 

such a change? Can I push out past all the scary things

and develop something secure enough to move forward.

I am pulling myself from the deep waters of lamentation, 

of wanting to make those who have hurt me aware that

they’ve hurt me, well, really just one man at a a time. 



But why keep trying to get heard by deaf ears? This time 

is dedicated to work, yet my mind is so busy wandering. 

Seems like as good a time as any to ruminate on the

man who exists in the next iteration of life. His qualities 

could be enumerated in a list, but what of that, I’d rather 

revel in the essence of him. The way when I get out of 

the waves, he is there observing, the smile plastered 

about his face speaking volumes on love, pride, joy. 

I know every feeling behind this look, because I’ve 

felt it spread onto my face from my heart, so often. 

Loving him has catapulted my growth, yet it was only 

having grown that I knew how to love him. As we 

read next to each other, parts of our body intertwine. 

From time to time we look up, wanting to share a 

passage we’ve read. When we speak, it is full of substance,

of hopes and plans, for the world at large, for ourselves, 

for us together. There is no too deep, or too many 

questions, right from the beginning every morsel of who

we are is shared, even when we feel we are not 

enough to share. He is polished but wild, refined in 

the way he deals with me, but free enough to be open 

to life, and me. He is like that soft breeze that keeps 

passing by my left shoulder, my left cheek, he guides 

me to new places and possibilities that my mind gets 

closer and closer to as it opens, petal by petal. 

Finally, I am no longer in a rush for him, this present self. 

I know all the signs that I ignored, the ones that will 

help me know him. The level of emotional intimacy 

I desire in him is analogous with what I must create 

in myself. Moving myself from the anxious type to 

more secure, refusing to accept interim loves that make 

me forget how I am supposed to feel. The love I have 

for my art is the closest thing to the love we have for 

each other. The feel of going to the museum, reading a

book that carries me away, watching a series I never 



want to finish, playing a specific music video over and 

over until its frames are written on my soul, having a 

conversation with a stranger about something more 

than nothing, jumping up in the morning and wanting 

to work, playing in the river, not worrying about calling, 

we are always in conversation and communion. It is the 

feeling of no longer hiding, like being with yourself. It is

the feeling I can get more from being with me than 

being with someone I force, until he comes. 

Still, I try to strike those thoughts from my brain, 

but what you resist persists. He believes wholeheartedly 

in the work I am doing. And even more importantly, 

in space, magic, and the sacred. He is these things too. 

Finally, a brujo to walk alongside, who feels comforted 

by my altars, cards and incantations. Who joins me 

as I pull out the palo santo, who asks if we can chant 

together, who knows the door that opens when our 

bodies join is more than sex, more than love, who knows 

all that we can create just by lifting each other higher. 

Who recognizes the potential, the power of one 

human life, and wants to celebrate and honor it, 

who understands my love for the sea, and teaches me 

about things I didn’t realize concerning it, who helps

me keep one foot in front of the other as I claim my 

greatest powers, who calls me out on my belief in fear 

and social anxiety, in subpar, scattered, incapable, or stuck. 

Everything else, the looks, the smile, the structure, is just 

icing on the already delicious cake he is.

We do not need to explain ourselves but sometimes 

we do. I have never met a more talented and willing 

communicator, we work through things not as if we 

are against each other but as if we are for each other. 

He understands that all I bring to him is from a place of 

love, and a longing for expansion, and for each of us to



be our best self that radiates out to those around us 

and the world at large. Sometimes I think it was my 

obsession with salt life that was leading me all along 

to him. But I know it was just a next chapter pulling me,

that all comes together. That I need not rush love, 

I need to learn, really learn, to do without when I 

see someone lacking to be all that I desire. There is a 

flowering in my heart now, a knowledge of the ease 

and  joy that will be present as things fall into place.

When I move to the ocean, how will my interaction 

with it begin? Sitting at her helm, burrowing my hand 

into the sand, still imagining sometimes the other one 

holding onto his. Hypnotized, I may saunter to the water, 

childlike I may pull a kite, or once I invest in a boogie 

board, work up my nerve to get out on the water. 

Find the surfer spots, work up to a surfboard, sit and 

watch them as I continue to write this book. By now, 

the look of the chapters has changed, they have grown 

along with me. Maybe I’ve given up using I, you, she, 

and have started using She. Maybe the chapters have 

led to a place I would have never foreseen.

Either way, there are steps to take. Like looking 

for residencies and work. I should go through this 

document and look for all of the things I said I must do, 

then do them. Today, I found two pictures of paintings, 

but… I know right now that I am lucky, that despite 

my feeling stuck and like life is falling apart, there 

are signs of fortune all around me. But soon, I will be 

autonomous, brave, fulfilled and purposeful. It is not so 

much a jump as a step by step.

I must remember that at this point, I am still the luckiest 

girl in the world. To not only have a dream job, but have 

one that has dissipated, and in doing so lost its luster, 



to have too much time on my hands, but not enough 

money, to feel there is nothing I can do, until I realize, 

I am in the midst of doing something now. I am doing 

the perfect thing. I am letting inspiration move me as 

it will, writing drunk, with little to no consideration 

currently of any audience, but trying to see if I can 

move my board to where my body is facing. 

There are innumerable lessons like this in surfing, that 

even a single-time enthusiast like me can get swept up 

in. To determine where you go, you must face that way, 

stay balanced, and not think as much about how you’re 

doing what you’re doing, but enjoy the ride, try to 

capture it in your mind’s eye for the next time, feel and 

breathe and be into it.

I felt my own body just begin my cycle. And all the 

tears of Saturday, before this book came along, make a 

bit more sense. Again, my body reigns supreme. As I 

sit on this porch, in a completely different reality than 

I was in even at the beginning of this year, I recognize 

how instead of taking the time to acknowledge the 

changes, I just keep letting them go. Can I record this 

moment now? See it as success, let it guide me on to 

even greater successes.

Part of me wonders how quick step by step adds up 

and part of me knows it really doesn’t matter. Things 

may trickle or tumble, but they are both placed on the 

trajectory toward change. Today is Monday and I’m 

preoccupied with things that don’t mean the most. Like 

who’s upset with me and happy, loving or avoiding, 

about my meeting on Thursday and if the email 

address will work easily for the new job possibility to 

contact me. Even in writing that, I find concern with 

being overconfident or over-optimistic before anything



becomes a thing. I guess in many ways, these pages 

could be becoming my Hard Times journal1 and my 

Actions and Feelings notebook2 interlaced into one. 

Because I know I just hinted towards my fears and my 

disappointment in doubting anything when this was 

started under the presupposition of writing my way into 

the future. I can say that I just came from rummaging 

through storage to pull out my journals. And I’m 

sitting here with the tools ready to flesh through my 

ideas of how exactly to make it to the ocean as well as 

the work necessary for my Thursday meeting. Isn’t it 

true of motivation, that to some effect, it represents 

the heart’s desires? Those things that you can’t bring 

yourself to do for the life of you signal a withering, 

whereas those things you can’t stop yourself from 

thinking of and working towards, dreaming until the 

line of reality blurs, those things are destined to flower.

I wonder about the art scene and nightlife in Richmond. 

In Norfolk, and Virginia Beach. It is almost as if I 

am convincing myself into these places, I say them 

like a mantra. Which is good for me, decisions are 

so hard to come by. And the New Orleans decision 

seems impractical in so many ways. Something in me 

remembers driving through Richmond and feeling 

excited, am I thinking of the right city? Will I feel it again?

This dreamscape is as big as my mind and heart will allow.

Working with artists and creating intriguing experiences

together, feeling respected and admired, these things 

make up a day. But outside of innovative thinking, I am

a maker and a doer. What stands in the way now? 

What leads people to perceive me being big on 

ideas and small on action, or what creates that thought 

in myself? Rather…



Her work, her creations rival her ideas. She is full of 

desires, drives and concepts, but she knows how to 

develop them into a concrete a plan and integrate 

a team into the idea so that it comes to fruition in a 

natural polished way. Talking to people and articulating 

her vision while also staying open to their input has 

become natural for her. She is seen as a deep thinker, 

also a people person, a maker, a joiner, a connector. 

She goes back to her last college and speaks, and the 

students there get to see something different than 

what they usually see. In her, they see art direction as 

innovation, as crafting big ideas into executions that live 

in the world. That can be experienced, touched, felt, 

lived through. Money starts to flow in and cover that 

education she once had, she learns to go back to it and 

profit from what it taught her. She learns to step up to 

life and flow with it.

The black sheep allegory is a fallacy. She has always 

been a part of these groups, but just a little different. 

And there is nothing wrong with that, actually it is 

what makes her who she is. Difference is the angle 

that allows her to see around those corners, towards 

different futures and realities. 

 

Lately I have wondered, why force myself on things that 

shy away from me. Or is it somewhat necessary to work 

to join things together. Past the ocean, past the man, 

past this dream of an all of a sudden perfect life with 

victory and acclaim, there is a life of little things, there is 

the making of music videos and get togethers like 1L7s1 

and other little experimental parties. There is art directing 

videos and pictures and feeling the satisfaction that 

comes from projects that are my own, like the things 

done with Renay.



The book I was reading is done and has become the 

book I’m writing, and I am looking for a roadmap, a cord, 

a way out of these feelings. They will not take me under,

I will fight and make my way up, make my way out. 

Maybe I can read another book, or continue with 

Wishcraft. Those were next up on my list. I also have 

an interview with Remote Year1, and am going to the 

Civic Innovation Fellows2 meeting, though the excuses 

accompanying these goals are also real. Is there an easy 

way out? Or is it only through. Maybe a change of 

scenery is what I’m looking for, or a suspension from 

reality.

Sometimes, it hits me, and I know I want to be married. 

Just like I know I want to stop drinking or smoking, 

like I know I want to take myself to every type of doctor, 

like I know I’d like to cook and eat green vegetables, 

like I know I need a cup of water in the morning. 

There’s probably more work I need to do on myself, 

but am I in a place where I could find a partner to love 

and they could love me back? At this moment now, do I 

deserve soul love, rather could I sustain it?

Maybe it’s just that I’m listening to an interior designer 

right now, but I know that I’d like to make spaces 

beautiful, magical, inviting. The thing is that I’d like to 

do this for events, music videos, performances. Is there

a box I can get, that I can change into as many things 

as possible? How can I afford what it takes to make 

that happen? Is that something I can even do at the 

beach? If you are not selling a specific product, how 

do you get people to patronize what you create in a 

space? Does it matter? In some ways this reminds me 

of the art library3. It is just a way to get people into 

your doors and create something magical and beautiful. 

Coffee and tea, sure. A place to lounge, enjoy oneself. 



Maybe I could
make a library

an event more so
than a destination.
Like pop-up spaces
that are beautifully

decorated, or created
 out of the 

outdoor space
that is already there,

that become
destinations to lounge

and read books.
But the look of
the space will

be forever changing.



Exploring a more tangible possibility, since I seem to 

be stuck in figuring out my life by just imagining it. 

So, script this! I just got off the phone with a woman 

about Remote Year. She’ll be calling me back next 

week to know if I want to take the next steps forward. 

Of course I’m scared shitless about logistics, namely 

money and how can I spend it when I don’t have my 

shit together. What would my parents say? Etc. etc. 

But in this possibility let’s imagine that I just do it, go.

On December 31, I’d board a plane for Cape Town, 

South Africa. That’s where I’d spend January, February 

would be in Marrakech, March in Lisbon and April in 

Valencia. There are surfing classes I could easily take 

in a few of these places, I’d visit Calatrava’s building in 

real life. I’d be places where I’d be able to communicate 

with people and living with other people on Remote Year. 

They’d have additional resources on how to up my 

freelancing game, and I’d not be paying rent for that time. 

If I sold my car, there would be more money to make 

this happen.

Along the way, I’d meet beautiful people, both in the 

program and locally. In Cape Town and Lisbon, I’d focus 

on surfing. In Marrakech, understanding the feel of 

the place, its beauty and its people. In Valencia, the 

architecture and the water, like little Sydney. I imagine 

that the combination of seeing all these amazing places, 

having space for work, and loving on the ocean in so 

many different spaces, it would open my eyes, and 

definitely jolt me out of this feeling of being stuck. 

Fabrics and textures and markets and bustle. Plus living 

around people I can communicate with but there 

is still enough of a language barrier to make every 

moment more dear and exciting. Two countries in 

Africa, north and south, two countries in Europe that



I’ve never been to. Seeing Spain and Portugal, being 

able to learn a bit of Portuguese. 

Visiting with Adinah in South Africa. Learning what it’s 

like, visiting Spain and Portugal, getting to Durban and

Seville, paella and kuungana: connection. Every type 

of connection. Las Fallas starts on March 15. If that 

overlaps with this program, I’m going. Valencia is in April. 

Calatrava was born in Valencia! It does not match up 

with Las Fallas but is a few weeks after. A place I’ve 

always wanted to go, on its own. Three cities where I 

could surf. Coming back at the end of April. What is life 

if lived in fear?

Could I pick up some writing gigs? Do some 

international travel writing. Does it really matter what 

I do? What about the experiences here? In Lisbon the 

buildings are art, in Valencia, there is Calatrava, in Cape 

Town and Marrakech, the people, the vistas, art. 

Who would I be upon my return? Wouldn’t it be a 

world of difference? Could I work on videos there? 

Make things like sets, build books, film things, create 

events. Or just feel the spark of inspiration hit me over 

and over again.

Imagining myself in another country, in four other 

countries, in two other continents, it makes my 

heart skip. In a way it’s afraid to, in a way it’s forgotten 

to, in a way it longs to. Seeing all the colors, my 

favorite blue, and a new brand of yellow and orange. 

Learning to connect in ways with those back home 

with those I have forgotten to. Seeing how I fit into a 

new group of people, and then into the world at large. 

Being proud of myself for taking huge leaps, asking 

how I can build my design skills out into something 

greater and mobile.



WHO WILL I BECOME 

WHEN I REMEMBER MYSELF? 

When the world becomes big again and not just the 

four walls I’m accustomed to. When the people exceed 

the revolving circle of loves and friends, when I see I 

can forge a path on my own, I can be brave, embrace 

adventure, record the world for posterity, go out on a 

limb and become a new view. In this moment I want 

this thing, it means more than moving to Virginia Beach, 

it is the scariest thing, and wrong, and unpredictable, 

and I feel like in liberating myself, I will find my surest 

footing. I think more practically too when thinking of 

this, of all I already owe, of things I’ve put off. What 

are my ideas of riches? 

I just came from an interview for the new job. Then 

came to the coffeeshop afterwards and told a barista 

about looking for more work. He told me in so few 

words “do your art.” At the end of the day, that is 

what every option comes down to. I may not lament 

the loss of love or work, as my horoscope said, 

IT’S TIME TO PUT ASIDE 
THOSE RESENTMENTS AND THINGS 

THAT ARE TAKING UP ALL SORTS OF SPACE. 

“Do my art” is the reason I’m interviewing at the 

new job, the reason I’m looking into Remote Year, 

the reason I’m contemplating putting that $75 

down. “My art” is and always has been the reason for 

everything. Fear is the thing that stands between.

There is nothing more important at this juncture than 

pushing through fear. There are jobs I have walked into 

and gotten, and now I’m longing for change. And the



new ventures I aim to embark upon, also, are nothing 

more than excuses to get experience doing what I want 

to do. The woman who owned the business said she 

left an event in October, and left saying she wanted 

to open her own. Her husband worked with her to 

make that happen and she’s been open, and constantly 

growing, since March. Just sitting in there and painting 

to interview, I saw what it means. To touch, to feel, 

to do, to be, to immerse myself in creativity, to make 

someone else’s art my own.

If I am to be completely honest, I’m not that joyous in 

this moment. But I know that a fuller joy is just around 

the corner. I am learning about it, immersing myself in it, 

seeing people that live for their friends, seeing where

I am and am not that person, venturing out little by 

little, inserting myself into a fuller life, remembering that 

I want something else. What I want is out in the world, 

and I will—must, find it. Nothing has to be concrete for 

me to begin that change. I can grow, I can branch out, 

I can, and am and shall. 

THANK YOU LIFE, FOR PUSHING ME OUT OF 
THE OLD THINGS, SLOUGHING THEM OFF, 
STEALING THEM FROM ME, MAKING MEN 

WHO FAIL TO AMOUNT TO ME CAST ME OFF. 

Thank you for making me stubborn enough to accept 

it, to push back until we are all far from each other. 

Thank you for these desires, for this vision in my 

head of a new me. The surfing, tatted, oceanside, 

coordinator and facilitator. The woman who was 

once a girl, the adventurer, experiencing, intaking, 

disseminating, reaching, reaching, reaching. Thank you 

for growing my innovation, for the skills I have gained 

and the lessons learned, for the freedom that woos me, 



for the joy that is growing inside. Thank you for 

teaching me how to be a friend, and craft new 

friendships, and cast off this fake shell I have climbed 

into. Thank you for breaking me out.

There are those things, you know the feel of them, the 

things you know are the next step because they shine 

the light on the way. That’s what this interview today 

was, well, the job it stands for, seeing myself hosting 

events, getting people to do art, imagining making 

things thematic, forming playlists, teaching, guiding 

people through art, getting people to create their own 

stories. I don’t mean this in any cocky type of way, but 

I know that these things lead up to my next steps. Like 

Sixthman1. Maybe if I sat down and enumerated every 

one of these steps it would be even more clear.

A hawk’s shadow just went across the neighbor’s yard 

and there it is. Those things that signal what is next 

to come. Can you imagine it for yourself? Owning a 

storefront that people have their own stock in? 

Creating a piece of themselves. Like the house on 

Allendale where people painted on the wall, they become 

a part of the thing they step into, to become forever a 

part of the space. Helping people put their own mark 

on a space.

And the man, he is a part of the whole picture. My man 

is a witch, he is a magician, he knows how to make 

change, he knows how to be strong, an anchor, a rock, 

he knows how to be supple, wrap himself around me, 

through me, with me. Why should I clamor for those 

who can be neither strong, nor supple, when he is 

both. I cherish him, and our keyword is reciprocity.



The environment, it is part of the picture too. To fall 

asleep to the world’s most beautiful sound, and awake 

to it…the lapping of waves. Scents are dreamlike, the 

warm touch of his skin brings me back to reality. There 

is, in fact, heaven on earth, while I have been too busy 

disbelieving, it all exists already, in a plethora of corners, 

pieces coming together and getting scooped up. 

Smiling becomes easier, and my face begins to change. 

What is written there becomes a message reflecting my 

life. It invites others in. It says, here is a visionary, doing 

her part to bring cohesion to the world, helping others 

find and be their truest self, creating the spaces that 

allow the sacred magic of us all to come out.

What happens when we learn to immediately let go, 

leave space, let the old wither off? I’ve become scared 

of how much more frequently it happens, but it’s ok. 

There is no need to force things. If on one side, the 

other wants to wither, let it. If on both sides the falling 

away is desired, it is definitely a sign. Follow the road, 

both away and toward. Life is more than staying in 

one place, than making concessions, especially of 

yourself. Life is dynamic and free and growing and 

turbulent and magical, sacred, spacious. It leads you 

down pathways and hallways that are dark, through lit 

rooms, into open fields, back to unexpected doors, and 

towards something new again. Will you follow it into 

the unexpected? Can you allow it to craft itself before 

your eyes?

Unfolding. That is the word for this all. Do we expect 

a flower to stay in one place? No, we plant the seed, 

watch the stem grow, the first bulb, the plethora of 

petals, then as each one falls away, and the new seeds 

hit the ground, we let it die, let the fragrance disappear, 

until it is time for the new ones to reach their way into



the heavens and begin to sprout. And this is my 

journey, help people unfold, help them drop their 

seeds for the next batch, be the bridge between today 

and tomorrow.

Cultural architect is not lip service, it is destiny. Creating

vibes and interactions and spaces and experiences. 

Getting people to think about things both the same 

size and bigger than themselves. Innovating, creating 

something new and bold and wild and freeing, 

marching into the future, at the helm of it all. Paving 

pathways forward, ever forward, for self and love and 

children and other and radiating out and out and out 

like a drop in the ocean. You are in it, of it, surrounded 

by it, and…it.

Begin to take your dreams back, little by little. Let them 

fill up the space of all you have surrendered. It is easy 

to forget the path you were once on, the jewels your 

eyes rested on. If you have settled for the duller things, 

there is still space for change. Remember the lists 

you made, and the maps to guide the way. Those great 

goals you held, the biggest visions, the human desires 

that motivated you, they are larger than everything. 

You have both the right and capacity to wade in 

your dreams. It is all available to you.

Will you get up today and tomorrow and do something? 

Even where you are now, seated outside to write these 

words in this book, this is another step. Keep stepping, 

one foot in front of the other. Be you, be careless, be wild, 

be free, be open, be growing. Creating the next step 

for yourself does not invalidate all the feelings you 

may be having. Even while you feel them, keep your 

face toward the sunshine. Feel its warmth on your face, 

it is your caress. Run into the embraces of those that



want them. Emancipate yourself from anything but the

feeling that you want to feel. Remind yourself that 

you are beautiful, kind, smart, desired, fun. Remind the

others in your life that they are too. Be open to progress, 

liberate the ones who want to be free, keep marching 

forward.

You heard something amazing today. A woman went 

to an event, and loved it, wanted her own. She got 

it within months, and now it is flourishing, growing. 

Imagine what it means to step inside of that possibility. 

This is something to teach you too. Desire leads itself. 

You can work within the arts, and keep building. 

Journey and gamble and try. There is nothing “fixed” 

about you, and while it is that way, it is absolutely fine. 

Do you remember who you are? Do you know what 

you were made for? Can you reclaim your own 

energy for yourself? Explore your desires and traits, 

the goodness of you, explore your gifts, and the world. 

Only you need to give it to yourself. Be confident, 

hold your head up, read books, chase inspiration, 

long to surf, and learn to little by little. It is not a race, 

it is life. Each person finds within it their joys and their 

challenges. Do not covet, only prepare your own best life. 

You are fortunate.

As time goes on, things will settle even further into 

their place. You deserve to believe in yourself, and still at 

any cost, to journey bravely. You have done an amazing 

job of being your own best friend, console yourself, 

honor yourself, see your qualities as good, don’t beg for

people that are not available, make yourself fully available.

Enjoy the park, the countryside, find adventure, be in 

communion with nature, whisper to God, tell your 

friends and family you love them, work to make amends

within and outside of yourself. Chase magic.



Start a drawer 
filled with evidence 
of things you love. 
Scraps of fabric, 

pictures of 
exciting places, 

magical multisyllabic 
words, lovely men, 

magic spells. 

Load this drawer until 
it fills up to the brim. 

And when it does, 
start a new board, 

make a mood board, 
or get a box to  stuff 
with new dreams and 

inspiration. 
Your dreams can be 

bigger, bigger, 
bigger still. 

Your life deserves it.



Deep dark chocolate. Long fingers touch me, strong back 

carries me along part of the hikes. I trace his tattoos, 

rub his head, after digging my fingers through his hair. 

When we talk we talk about freedom, about the power 

we augment in each other. he is a man who writes 

me letters on his own, and they are beautiful and 

meaningful, his words have this rhythm, this rhythm 

I could sing and memorize. He touches the river like 

he touches me, in his hands I sense the dreaming, 

in his eyes, the care and tenderness. He blurs the line 

between sleep and wake, everything is just right now. 

Smelling him as we fall asleep in silence, the way food 

melts, disappears so quietly into his mouth. My partner, 

my teammate, my confidant, my advisor, my deep 

true love. 

Desire was an inkling, but when it comes to pass it is 

so much. On flights, we are each others pillows and 

blankets. Conversation always dripping, mounting, 

growing. We make plans and discover new possibilities 

within each other. He is comfort, he is home. I am 

important to him, something to dig deeper into. 

There is safety in him, it rings out with every decision, 

conversation, promise and desire. It only augments 

the adventure between us, because I know there is 

true freeness and security in being free. I can wait 

peacefully, knowing he is waiting on the side of the road. 

And when we find each other, what a joyous reunion it 

will be. 

I salute you my love. Your brownness, your revolutionary 

mind, your sacred magic space. The thoughts of a 

brighter future that radiate outward from within. 

Your care and concern, your intellect, our joy, our 

honesty and trust, your sweetness, your large heart, 

your faithfulness and purity, your candles and scents



and wands and stones, your touch. Your kiss. The time

you take with me, it is metered, it is right, it is strong,

it is something to finally believe in, it is art, it is liberation,

it is standing in that room knowing I belong to it, 

but with ease, you are my sacred magic space, I belong 

to you. As I am your sacred magic space, you belong 

to me. My teacher, my student, my confidant, my mirror, 

my grower, my joy. Thank you for joining me. It was 

worth the wait.

I exemplify leadership through innovative thinking. 

Calm, ease and an ability to articulate and find 

solutions for problems lead the way. I am seen as a 

forward thinker and able to detach from norms in 

order to find new and functional solutions. My purpose 

overrides any inner thoughts that may stand on the side 

of it. Strength of communication, positivity of attitude, 

and magnetism radiate throughout me.

Shake yourself off of me, old shackles. Finally, I’m ready 

to embrace the new. In realizing all I’m missing today, 

I also realized Im free! With a built-in excuse to do 

some good old-fashioned stunting. In all, I can feel 

more comfortable and myself and start to open. It is 

summer and then fall comes, but I am beginning to 

bloom. Work is picking up, I’ll be getting out of the 

house more and more. When my daughter goes away, 

I’m going to work extra hard at the attempt to flower 

this time. Explore, enjoy.

It’s funny actually looking at it. How much I have 

tried to force other people. Adventure and joy and 

the outdoors. My car could use more work, but it is 

working. The friends I want to be on the river with 

invited me for Saturday. This is what I sit around and 

ask for, it is here, so enjoy it by any means. 



Today, I did a presentation and beforehand, was 

incredibly inspired by a box. Yes, a box. It is time to 

get my printer fixed so I can print out and see the 

physical manifestations of all these things. Get back to 

Wishcraft. Do the work. Oh, yes, and on to that box! It 

was a pretty simple setup, just cardboard walls with a 

floor on the bottom. Easy to make, and it had seats. I’d 

like to see how much it would take to create one. An 

on-the-go type of event space for some parties. Have 

some type of speaker hookup in there too, and it would 

be sheer perfection! 

Believe in the little things, the inspirations, the ideas, 

the ability to see something happen anywhere. So you’re 

not sure what would happen in your box, or how many 

people could fit in there, but you’ve talked about a box 

enough to know, it’s something you desire. So try it, 

find it, create it, make it, do it, experiment with it, 

get kicked out of somewhere, have no one show up, 

learn to make your own speaker system, see what it 

takes to decorate it. Grow, grow, grow! 

What if I felt fortunate? That despite my wayward 

desires, I have been spared from them. This evening, 

I networked. I talked to people and saw how easy it was, 

to join and learn and share. Maybe more of that in my 

life will do something different. I have spent an amount 

of time wanting the people who reject me to know that 

they are wrong. To know that I am good, I am capable, 

worthy, the right choice. But it is becoming clearer. 

My life up to now, these experiences, these interests, 

these goals. This life is made for a specific purpose, it is 

the purpose that only comes from all these years, and all 

these lives within lives within lives. Fitting myself into 

these roles that are not exactly mine, this is a waste.



With people, 
jobs, homes, 

friends, lovers, 
social circles, 

hobbies, purposes, 
they are all in need 

of only me. 
What I do not fit

is not for me, 
that’s why I am 

not for it. 
They do not need
to “see the light”.

Let go. 
Let go. 
Let go.



This morning, after pulling myself out of an imagined 

slump, I stepped into the world and realized more and 

more opportunities are making themselves available 

to me. Indeed, life could be crafted around just what 

is piquing my interest, and it could grow. Last night, I 

attended the meeting for Civic Innovation Fellows, and 

past just the meeting, remembered my comfortable, 

engaging self when talking to people at the end. 

Once I tuned into that space, my head lifted high, I 

became witty and energetic, interested in others and in 

sharing myself, less guarded around my ideas and more 

interested in being my true authentic self.

Now that I’ve also stumbled upon WonderRoot’s call 

for interns and thought about applying to intern at 

the Center for Civic Innovation, I can see a picture 

beginning to take shape. Creative Placemaking is the

WonderRoot1 internship, and combined with the civic

nature of the other fellowship, I’m realizing how much

I could learn from this community engagement piece. 

My aim is very human focused, about getting people to 

talk to each other, but can’t it begin in community? 

I was very set on 1L7, but am now thinking more and

more about Make Space, and  having a pop-up venture

where I create a space that can be put into any 

environment and is changed more and more to be

beautiful, but also encourages interaction and 

involvement from people. So it could be 1L7, it could 

be Things to Make with a Box, but it’s all about 

encouraging people to be creative and for their 

creativity to form a link with someone else. I guess 

I’d need to tie this in to my 1L7 experience, and also 

experience as a musician and experimenter.

At this moment, I feel like I could type out my 

whole proposal. Let’s see. The problem is twofold,



one is a lack of space for people to experiment. 

Of course, there should be some type of barrier to entry 

when it comes to making events, but having moved 

into a new home, I’m aware of the difficulty of creating 

events without the ability to have enough money. 

Also, the general ability to interact through the 

arts is less available in certain spaces than others. 

Create Space is a mobile event space that allows 

innovators and artists to have events on a micro-level 

wherever they want. Chairs, tables, and walls are all 

customizable within the space. The space encourages 

communication and interaction, when people leave 

the space, they will have made connections through 

the prompts and activities offered in the space. Think…

Story Corps, but with games and art instead of stories.

How can your idea be seen without a space? Create Space. 

I kind of love this. It’s the seed for the mobile game thing, 

but it makes it accessible to whoever. From the person 

who wants to try having a tea party to the decorator 

who wants a pop-up shop. Yes, this is my idea. It may

include 1L7, but not be limited to it. It must be 

collapsible, portable, malleable. I definitely would 

want to continue doing this no matter what. Being able 

to actually create them and rent to other people would 

be amazing! How would I get around zoning issues, etc.

Where are the bookstores, galleries, libraries, 

untampered murals? Where are the gathering spots 

outside of in the home? Create, connect, grow.

Encourage experimentation. Set the stage for 

experimentation. Make sacred spaces. Exterior designer. 

The community shapes it into what they want it to be. 

Artistic workspaces, how does what the community 

uses it for define their needs and desires? Is it used to 



foster connection, or is it used to allow the community 

to express themselves. Foster connection. Is this for me

or someone else? Enliven the imagination through design 

(interior, set, experiential, connective).

A pop-up space that comes to a community and offers 

an activity focused on connecting whoever is in the 

space at the time. The decor of the space plays up the 

theme, making it a more immersive experience. This is 

scalable, as these spaces could also be fabricated for 

other experiential artists to rent for their own projects. 

Spaces may also become suited for different means, 

include audiovisual components, et cetera. Bad Art Day1, 

Things you can make with a Box, etc.



I am listening and typing. This conversation will not 

change me, I rise above it. Fear and sorrow and 

depression only shows me how I am to others. Can I 

be a ball of light? Can I look at myself and see greatness, 

potential, growth. Even where those look away, 

even where the darkness creeps in, I am greater than 

all of these. I am the pen and the paper, not just the 

mirror reflecting what’s actually there. Watch me create 

something new. Watch me write past all the pain, 

watch me write past the self-destruction on the 

other end, watch me create even around me the 

experience of joy, the experience of community, the 

experience of excitement and possibility and expanse.

My world is growing. The things that need to fall away, do. 

I grow from the lessons learned from other people. I do 

not have to become to empathize. Instead, synthesize 

into my own possibility. What do I want to be, who do

I want to see when I look at myself, what is the greatest 

potential for myself? Can I write everything I want to

come along? Can I craft something beautiful? 

Forests and groves and magic and scents and joy. 

Ever-expanding joy.

I am surrounding myself with people who evoke, 

embody, are joy. I am learning how to laugh again. 

How to go days without complaints or tears. How to 

check in on my loved ones and show care and concern, 

and be the light that spreads out over them. Learning, 

how to speak tenderness and possibility and with a lilt 

in my voice.

It is interior design that makes me feel this way, 

be something a bit over the top, something more suited 

for video and film. Or something to make someone feel 

a certain way, to elicit a feeling or memory in them.



Why are women expected to expect nothing? Maybe 

I just need to give my time and energy to a higher 

caliber of person. I expect respect, attention, love, and 

I give those things too. I’d like to feel better about me, 

feel valuable, know my worth, not just in a cocky way, 

but in a way that when someone is devaluing, I walk 

away instead of trying to make them see how they 

should treat me.  

My man wants to talk to me. He is thrilled and fueled 

by our conversation. He wants to see me. He feels 

comfortable and joyous in my presence. He listens to 

me and respects my needs. He’s open about his own. 

He understands my need to be a priority in his life and 

it makes sense to him. I am secure in myself. I know 

my worth. Who I am at this moment is enough, if I seek 

to be better it is only for myself. A partner may profit 

from it, but I am good enough as I am.

Enjoy life. Spend time with friends. Love your daughter 

and family. Create joy. Revel in abundance. Allow yourself 

the space to create and play and sing and dance and 

swim and surf and love and cook and eat and write and

do all the things that bring and cultivate joy. There is

never a reason to try to convince someone to hear you. 

A person of worth will listen. All the trauma and pain is 

being healed. You are on the path to greater joy 

and resurrection from the things that do not serve. 

Be bold, be free, invite the waters to wash over you. 

Ask for healing, from the need for explanation, 

consider yourself delivered. You are on the path to 

greater and greater things. Believe in it. 

The worries are washed away. You have the fortitude 

to walk forward in life. You are aware of your value, 

your gifts and your goals. Life is blossoming in front of



your eyes, keep on your path. Work towards mastering 

whatever it is that you are, that you love, that moves 

you forward. Be the queen of yourself.

Take a breath, read a book, drink tea, do yoga. Find 

a place for a salt bath. Be good to yourself. Listen to 

someone, share a laugh, rub someone’s feet or back, 

be good to someone else. It does not matter how 

others see you, be your own best self, it is enough. 

Practice love, joy, compassion, forgiveness, even when 

you don’t understand the why’s. Respect yourself enough

to only be in situations that show their respect for you.

What are you making? What are you crafting? Do you 

believe in Create Space / Make Space? Is this the reality 

you want to bring forward? Then bring it forward. Bring 

all the realities forward. Believe in beauty and possibility.

Look into workyear.

MakeSpace is an immersive, mobile experience that 

connects adults through the arts. 

“THE STORIES WE TELL EACH OTHER 
WILL LEAD TO THE ACTIONS WE TAKE.” 

- SETH GODIN

Life is fun. I have a friend group that loves me and wants

to spend time with me and around them I am my true, 

authentic self. We travel together, laugh together, talk 

openly with each other, know each other up and down. 

Daily, I feel joyous, at peace, and expansive. Life is 

daily filled with art and I am socially calm around others. 

I take care of my body and am physically, spiritually and 

emotionally balanced. Every day I grow more in love 



with who I am and the world around me. The universe 

is abundant and I know how to “be here now”.

It’s so exciting to grow and work within my passion. 

I envision and innovate new ideas, and with supportive 

teammates around me, and am able to actualize them. 

My work is desired, and begins to create its own 

income. In the morning, I jump up to begin working, 

and at night, I tarry on sleep to keep creating for the day.

Bliss is ever expanding. Inside of myself is a deep 

contentment. The people in my life are true gems and I 

have grown into a more joyous, fun-loving, adventure-

filled individual. I am already on the path to love and 

excitement. Nothing external needs to change, I just 

continue to walk in faith and openness, to be myself, 

to trust in love, and beauty, to trust that I can make 

the right choices and take my time accepting love and 

purpose. I am patient for greatness, and can feel it 

seeking me, getting closer to me, surrounding me and 

welcoming me with open arms. What a joy to be alive. 

Readily, she works towards her ideas. She tries them out 

to see what will happen. She increases her focus and 

becomes a true doer. It is marvelous to feel comfort in 

where I am. Trust in herself expands and she cares less 

about what people think about her. She starts seeing 

this point in her life, how the past has led up to this, 

how the future departs from it, her inner and outer 

beauty reflect her growth. Her energy is up, she gets 

things done, her focus is on point, she is deeply in love 

with herself.

Her man writes her letters, and suggests her books to 

read so they can discuss. They love each other all the 

more for it. There is never a moment where they are 

at a loss for words, though they are comfortable 



with silence. Where did all this fortune come from? 

She thanks her lucky stars. For every man that slipped 

away, he is the reason. Her heart has been built to 

withstand all, she knows, more than ever, the value 

of love. To work for it, to lay back, patience and 

understanding. She understands the value of him, 

and it runs deep, she appreciates him in a way he 

has never been appreciated. Their love is deep, 

it moves mountains.

I want the world to open up. Into a place where 

dreaming is encouraged and inspiration is free. To walk

along paths less traveled. To believe in something new

long enough, strong enough that it has taken shape

before you expected. My life is for something important.

Every experience, every skill, every passion has set me

on the precipice of this moment. Watch what I’ll create, 

or better yet, create it with me. Let us make new worlds.

Let our dreaming resound across the universe.



I have seen the most hideous and beautiful things 

imaginable. And taken them in with appreciation and joy. 

When will I make this space for myself, the space of 

standing in utter peace, power and fulfillment. In not 

only seeing the beauty in others, but in loving myself 

enough that I do not have to take on their stories, 

their pains, just because I can see the beauty in them. 

It is time now, to grow and bloom. To travel the world 

and let the stories ring out. To find myself watching the 

oceantide at sunrise. To wade in her on into the sunset.

AT ANY MOMENT, 
YOU MAY BEGIN YOUR NEXT LIFE. 

IT IS ALWAYS THERE WAITING FOR YOU, 
PAST THE COMPLAINTS, TEARS AND 

NEGLECT. SUMMONING YOU TO JOIN HER, 
WALK INTO HER OPEN ARMS AND 

MOVE FORWARD INTO THE FUTURE. 
RESPONSIBILITY IS A REAL THING, 
BUT YOU MAY VENTURE FORWARD 

INTO LIFE FOR YOURSELF. 
IF THINGS ARE NOT ALREADY 

WHERE YOU WANT MONETARILY, THEN 
WHAT’S TO STOP YOU FROM THE LEAP?

HAVE JOY, IT IS YOUR BIRTHRIGHT. 

THIS LIFE, THIS DREAM, IS WAITING 
FOR YOU TO MAKE IT ALL FOR YOURSELF. 

WILL YOU ANSWER THE CALL? 
WILL YOU FIND THE DOOR TO 
TRANSCENDENCE, TO PEACE 

AND POSSIBILITY?

I woke up this morning and pulled myself together, 

drank a glass of water and walked out onto the beach. 

Dug my feet into the sand and watched the waves 

advance and recede for a bit. He called out after me, 

just to say he loved me. Something in his voice assured 

me that I am so much more than my body, even my mind, 



it is this heart and soul that we connect by, turning to 

blow him a kiss, it meant more (as usual) than just a 

vacant gesture. I hitched the loop onto my ankle and 

took to the board, ready to race the rising of the sun. 

A few of my friends were out too, we hugged 

awkwardly with boards amongst us and cheered each

other on for having gotten up early yet another morning.

Riding the waves brought so much clarity to my morning 

mind. It was like a group brainstorming session, but also, 

I felt free and not stuck to the ideas and passions that 

were welling up inside me. It’s amazing how far I’ve 

come with this goal, from my first day surfing after a 

heated altercation to this time, when I get up on the 

board so easily, and feel myself flying over the water, 

and defying supposed constraints as I rail across the 

waves. Thank God, again, for giving me the courage 

and strength to create a new life for myself. For the 

love of friends far and near, and having built a new 

community, for believing that I could be what my heart 

longed for, at any age, despite any circumstances. I am 

ready to go into my workspace and make something 

exciting, to speak with my team and innovate. To use 

my knowledge of languages, love for culture, and 

artistic experience and branch out. Finally, I understand 

how to listen, to myself, and others and the universe.

My work is invigorating, exciting, makes me feel alive 

and useful and redemptive. Fear has slipped off of me 

in every way, I am a change maker and I accept it.

Strange, the things that can be turnarounds in your life. 

Sometimes seemingly negative, like a rough breakup, 

or being ignored, or feeling without friends you can 

pick up the phone and talk to, wanting company, or 

longings you feel incapable of rendering. Some seem

positive, like a pickup in work which means a pickup



in money, or being free again to explore love and life 

anew. They are all what you make of them, and also 

they just are what they are. They have the capacity to 

morph into anything. You may be broken open and 

dropped, feel lonely or alone, only to realize this is 

what begins to change how you show up in the world. 

And your love deepens for a new group of people and

theirs for you. And you see, you do not have to convince 

or force yourself in the world, being you is enough. 

Will you trust in the beauty of yourself and the universe? 

In the morning you wake up, and realize you are 

content within yourself. If you need, there are so many 

people you trust and can reach out to, but you are 

comfortable in yourself. You have relocated your own 

purpose, your own work, your own passion and points 

of joy. You have gone to art openings, watched indie 

movies, learned how to hike, camped outdoors, gone to

album releases and found your tribe. You know how 

much more valuable your time is than convincing 

anyone, you’ve stepped back into your own. When 

you go to dance, you dance. When you get dressed 

up, you dress up, put on your highest heels or your 

shortest dress, and laugh and enjoy life to the fullest. 

You are so brave, courage is the face with which you 

meet the world. You have learned how to make up 

your face in a way that makes you proud, your nails 

are fun, your eyes two sparkling invitations, your 

natural fragrance is rosy, your skin clear and smile 

vibrant. Every day, you find yourself more magnetic, 

and prouder of what you magnetize. Inside, you vibrate 

joy and good energy.

On the other hand, in reference to this quote from 

Blaise Pascal “All of humanity’s problems stem from 

man’s inability to sit quietly in a room alone,” you have 

learned to be alone, solitude is possible and not scary.



You don’t have to be the most popular girl in the world 

to be interesting and amazing and worthy. You already 

are all of these things. You are yourself, and where and 

who and how you are are exactly what are needed. 

As you continue to grow into yourself and your future, 

things make more sense, become less frightening. 

You are where and who you are meant to be. 

LOOK AT THE PAST AS EXPERIENCE, 
NOT FAILURE. LOOK AT THE FUTURE AS 

POSSIBILITY, NOT A SOURCE OF ANXIETY. 
AND TODAY, ENJOY EVERYTHING YOU CAN. 

MAKE YOUR MOMENTS SPECIAL. 

Do something that makes you joyous where you are. 

For me, in this present moment, it is tea in a coffeeshop 

and seeing couples walking spritely past the window, 

earplugs in my ears and typing away. Seeing some of 

the people walk by who would make my mood board. 

Existing in both presence and anonymity. Knowing my

car sits outside so blue, that sunset is coming up, 

thatI am a little too cool during an Atlanta summer, 

small blessings. Getting ready to do some more work, 

knowing that my paycheck this week should make 

driving to DC much more possible. Glad that I’ve 

already paid rent, and am getting more focused on 

developing into myself. Knowing that now, I’m thinking 

of writing morning pages, doing surf yoga, going on a 

girls’ glamping trip to celebrate a brave lady’s second 

year of sobriety, working through Wishcraft more, 

jogging again, practicing wearing heels around the house, 

meditating to develop self-confidence, drinking more 

water than alcohol, painting and singing by any means 

necessary, sketching ideas for space design, flossing my 

teeth, staying in contact with my friends and trying to 

do things for them. 



Life is a series of leaps and steps, and I am making them.

Fear, I am ready to topple over. My life is far too precious 

for such a waste. The ocean calls me and I will answer. 

My goals take shape before my eyes, and I will 

indulge them. At the beginning, it takes only me, 

and I can do this. Carve a path for myself and walk 

along it. I am okay. Every moment is rife with possibility, 

and things must drip away, by any means necessary, 

for me to receive what is truly worthy of me.

The jobs, the men, the friends, whatever has slipped 

away is for a reason. Envision, develop, work towards 

the new.



Oh thing. 

Beautiful, 

beautiful thing. 

Thing that has made my 

mind crunch into

 the space of after. 

You ring, 

into the heavens, you thing. 

Beautiful, beautiful thing. 

You make a book for a song. 

Let it ring onward you thing, 

beautiful beautiful thing, 

remember whose you are. 

You will bring, 

into the future you’ll bring, 

all of the things that forgot 

how much they belong.



When I was young, I was asked to be silent at the 

time when I most needed to talk. This silence was to 

avoid the discomfort of someone else, someone who 

deserved to be uncomfortable. As I grew, I became 

artist and linguist, always seeking new modes for 

self-expression. Then I morphed into educator and 

art director. Advertising finally granted me the key. 

Having realized that there is a larger human story that 

can be condensed into smaller human truths, I finally 

understood how universally connected we are.

For me, it is still a struggle. Being heard when I most 

need to be, when I feel my expression is cut off and 

denied. It showed me that expression is not only a skill, 

a right, but a universal need that has been locked into 

140 characters or internet rants that fuel rage but fail 

to facilitate communication.

Communication, from the Latin communicare, To Share. 

Community, from the Latin communis, shared by all or 

many. Today, I understand myself a bit more. And it

is the synthesis of heartbreak, job malaise, a desire to

travel, stuckness and stress, self-hate and love, longing 

for friends I can be in communion with. This sense of

disconnection is mine, many people feel more connected 

in today’s society, and rightly so.

But there are people like me, that despite all the 

societal advances, just want a place to sit down and 

be heard. Kind of like group therapy, but with more fun 

and less tears or pressure. In Real Life experiences are 

so constructive for people like me, young enough to

participate in social media, but old enough to long for 

more true opportunities to truly speak, and truly be heard. 



That prefix, -com, is the most important one in my life. 

It signifies “with, together, in combination.” And this is 

the sweet spot of life. To be surrounded by people with 

whom we can share, build, and be our truest selves. 

“I will dedicate my life to helping people share their 

inner and outer realities and improve their lives in 

constructive, fundamental ways through facilitating 

their ability to articulate their points of view with others.”

That is my personal mission statement written at the 

prompting of Andrew Gabelic1. Sometimes, it feels 

confusing, but today I understand it and will start 

reading it nightly again. And I will use my nights 

constructively. 

Abacus. Megaphone. Create Space. Make Space. 

Alas, remembering Abacus.

Breathe, baby. Breathe into it. Into life, into yourself. 

Let go of the things you hold against yourself, of the 

pain in your life that makes you hold on to things, 

of people that don’t want to listen. Today, I am thinking 

of making these share spaces out of reclaimed spaces. 

Not having to have something mobile, but using the 

space that already exists to create forums, meeting 

spaces, a space for exploration and games and 

interaction. A communal space, a community space, 

a communication space.



MEGAPHONE: 

1878, coined (perhaps by Thomas Edison, who invented it)

from Greek megas “great” (see mega-) + phone “voice”

(from PIE root *bha- (2) “to speak, tell, say”)

Related: Megaphonic. In Greek, megalophonia meant 

“grandiloquence,” megalophonos “loud-voiced.”

Can Megafone be a brand? With live events, games to

bring people together. Tag line “get heard.” Games as

apps to play with friends. Or boxed games. Parlor games 

that go out to different groups. Facilitation, storytelling, 

stage and video. A show, live taped. 

Use fun and games to encourage deep sharing and 

create micro-communities. TRIBE #tribe. Get people 

talking to each other, encourage intimacy through 

low-pressure situations that  promote sharing.

CREATIVE MORNINGS / CommUNITY / email

“A community is a reflection of what we crave: belonging.

Belonging is the heart of human connection. 

Our hardwiring is to be social creatures, to need one 

another. We cannot become our best selves without 

feeling like we belong to a tribe that sees us, respects us,

and lifts us up.

A sense of belonging can be fostered in many ways: 

food, music, volunteering, a cause. You can scan a 

room and see a diversity of backgrounds, ages, and 

skill sets—yet the common thread is shared desires and 

aspirations. It’s magnificently profound how simple this 

connection is, how deeply we all crave it, and how it 

changes the trajectory of our lives.



The work of community is when a person walks into 

a room with fear and self-doubt, only to leave with a 

new narrative and a feeling of possibility and hope. 

We can give that experience to one another. 

It’s the work of being human.”

Use fun and games to encourage deep sharing and 

create micro-communities. TRIBE #tribe. Get people 

talking to each other, encourage intimacy through 

low-pressure situations that promote sharing.

Belong - Gelang (old English): together with.

Salon-the-go. Salonging. Assembler.

Warning: this section may include both pros and cons. 

These are my ideas for a new life, for a way to move to 

the beach, and how to keep art in my life while doing so.

OPTION ONE: 
GET A SEASIDE RESIDENCY/ART GRANT

This may be the space of most animation, when I think 

about building spaces/refuges at the beach. Some type 

of documentation of how the ocean affects personality, 

a study that can be more than just design but also 

include psychology, spirituality. I realize now that cons 

are just fears (or limitations) and those things can be 

transgressed, so I decided against including them. The 

ability to create art, experiment and try my hand in my 

own thing is so ideal. 

Creating an oceanside festival keeps popping up in 

my head. Look into Italy’s Surfer Joe Festival.



OPTION TWO: 
WORK FOR A SURF/OCEAN PUBLICATION 
(MAGAZINE)

This option would allow me to stay creative while 

learning more about the thing I love. It would provide 

income I could count on and allow me to build my 

experience and portfolio. Depending on the bent 

of the publication, I could be involved in culture. As I 

search, I should search for things that are progressive, 

include music, make my heart skip a beat. Also, 

something with a physical office would be helpful. 

 

This option seems like a good first step to insure that I 

have somewhere concrete to live. I should probably seek 

to up my skills as a designer. I would prefer somewhere 

that had some type of film, video, stage component. 

AGENCIES I’D LIKE TO WORK FOR: 

Kessel Kramer (LA & Amsterdam), Radical Media (NY)

Either way, I should start working on some marine-

inspired things, try to make some cool stuff in Creative 

Suite of the stranger marine animals, maybe with 

writing/facts. Maybe try to create an environment that’s 

like a seascape, animals as sculpture. Figure out what 

I can do with my hands that celebrates the ocean and 

looks cool.

Think of hand-done crafts like paper maché, wire 

building, sculpting.



SPEND TIME LOOKING AT THE CREATIVE 
CAPITAL SITE.

“Rather than waiting to be invited to exhibit, or to perform,

creating one’s own opportunities is worth considering--

staging exhibitions or performances in found or borrowed 

spaces that you seek out and manage yourself.” 

For Vitiello, a “DIY” approach was critical, and he 

cautioned against going “the traditional routes of trying 

to send out promotional packages that pile up in some 

unknown office or hard drive.” 

Creating your own opportunities could lead to new 

audiences, as it had for him: “Others will hear about 

your work and approach you.” 

- Stephen Vitiello, creative capital grant recipient

START WORKING ON MEGAF.ONE

I am brave enough to acknowledge who I really 

want to be and take steps towards becoming her. 

My medium is space, my audience is minds, my art 

connects and advances.



What a start to a week. There are different conflicting 

parts to my feelings, but let’s talk about beautiful 

things. Firstly, I should probably submit my fellowship 

application tonight before the week gets more crowded.

And do some work tonight, etc. This weekend, I swam 

in a lake--in the depths--for what must have been the 

first time. There with one life jacket on, another used 

to float, holding on to a rope tied to the pontoon, 

I realized how far my life is about to evolve. Moving 

towards the point where I am brave, where I am 

powerful, where I accomplish what needs to be done 

and jump, literally and figuratively into the unknown. 

I’ve seen people who live in all different ways, I’ve read 

and learned how to pray, I’ve looked into the night sky 

and seen the stars that seemed to have disappeared 

when viewed from a different reality. I’ve contemplated 

sobriety and fasted from social media. I’ve tried to 

forgive and forget those that I need to.

In a weekend, I’ve contemplated things like family 

and love and cooking and children and grandchildren, 

laughter and joy and substituting the morose for the 

electric. Committed to chasing joy and dance and 

festivals and saunas with someone new to my life. 

Realized that the types of connections I have to others 

are just as deep outside of romantic relationships as 

within them. Seen how voraciously I can read a book 

and checked out about ten of them, audiobooks and 

physical books. In a week, I’ve learned how to run again, 

how to get myself up even when it’s raining to do yoga

and calisthenics. Written lists and more lists, and made

goals for myself, admitted to myself where some changes

need to occur. 

It is time to grow, and let go of the crutches. I can take 

time away from the substances, the relationships. I can



institute prayer into my life, and mindfulness and 

meditation. I can ask for forgiveness and stop railing 

against others or trying to get my point across to people 

who can’t hear it. I can let people move on, and do so 

for myself. I can sit up straight and floss and wash my 

face at night. Come out to the coffeeshop when I need 

a different setting. Go into work daily and smile and 

expect to have a beautiful day. Allow myself to see what 

needs to happen and what doesn’t. Do what I can do in 

every moment and move towards the future. 

And sometimes it may be hard to have perfect thoughts,

but I can realize that life is full of all sorts of feelings 

and I am equipped with the abilities to get through 

them, substance and abuse free. Embracing positivity 

and possibility and a new chapter in my life. I will 

make a way for myself, I will use all this extra time to 

find myself. I will do my employer’s work and my 

own work and watch things that interest me, and 

enjoy friends. I will structure my time better, and work 

towards forgiveness. And ask forgiveness where it’s 

needed. I will grow.



There are many people who have “the one.” The person

they knew from the beginning was their place 

forevermore, the one they fell in love with, coup de 

foudre, instant entanglement of the heart. I have 

“the space.” The space I always new, always believed 

in every impossibly congruous trait it had, how all the

broken hopes and dreams of my life up to that moment,

had pieced themselves together kintsugi style. 

Every morsel of love that once took up the title in 

the past, now fused into one perfect thing. Not perfect 

to the world, but more than perfect to me. 

It was like that that it grew. One broken goal at a time, 

pieces of my squandered heart that would have caused 

very jagged edges from any smarter person. But with me,

and my foolish belief in the beauty of the world, this 

place existed for me, always, since the beginning of time.

So maybe it’s not like “I always knew” but moreso that 

I had been preparing for this space, tile by tile, until the 

picture unfolded in my face and made all the sense the 

world had ever known.

There was a time when I swore my space off. Thought it 

absolutely would never exist. Because my reality at the 

time was too far ahead of itself. I knew the space had 

to be stationary in the complexity of its offerings, but 

also wanted it to be mobile enough for me to runaway 

to it, to fling it off to the corners of the world like one 

wish of a dandelion. I did not know this space could 

exist in any medium I could dream up. All I had to do 

was keep walking, one foot at a time through life, 

picking up every broken shard that found itself 

embedded in my foot. Hobbling through the blood 

and the pain, profiting from the strengthening of my 

muscles that would only turn into something different 

that next day. Continuing.



And now, here I was, having pulled the pain from myself,

having lugged it behind me as ever mounting baggage, 

then realizing that they could all be used to form 

something greater, and taking the steps towards 

making it come to life, and then, bam. I was inside you. 

When you are inside something you’ve spent your 

whole life pruning yourself for while all the while 

disbelieving in its presence and its power, you do not 

ask that thing to let you screw it up the backside. 

You move in disbelief, as if each stroke you are painting 

in front of you needs your every motion to help it finally 

cross over from imagination into figment. And then, 

after your whole life, you are now inside.

These are how my pieces tumbled into you. 

Everything you are, everything I am, they belong to 

each other. Because they are both the result and the 

cause. And you are so much more than I expected. 

Not only did you take all my dreams for space, 

and use them to create your muscles, your bone, 

your skin. But you took my dreams for art, and you 

wrapped them around yourself as your clothes, 

your expression. Wearing them like the world wears 

cities. Not so much flung as if you are a part of it, but as 

an extension of itself. Reaching ever outward, changing 

the lines written across the sky.

Film, music videos, art direction, concepting, creating 

sacred spaces, writing, making albums, gathering 

people, moving, water, intuition, manifesting, being 

and becoming, pushing, progressive, youth culture, 

exploring, never committing, trying, leaping. You wore 

these around yourself like New York, San Francisco, 

Amsterdam, Sydney, Johannesburg. They were not so 



much accents as parts of yourself. Places you spawned 

out of the core of who you were.

And who were you? You were library, adult treehouse, 

creation space, show builder, games player. You were 

as instrumental as the wallpaper to the wall. You were 

temple, terabithia, abacus, art bar, one eyed tiger. 

You were library, paint wall, people gatherer, secret 

sacred place. You were speakeasy, underground hovel, 

moving, morphing. The nature of you both mobile and 

stationary. You just never knew where you were going 

to show up. The nature of you was transitory. Really 

existing here, then really existing there. You moved.

You MOVED. You were there as if you would always be, 

but as is the nature of life, nothing stays. So you picked 

up and moved, but within you, you had the secrets, 

imagination, experience of everything that came before. 

And you brought them to the new people, and they, 

in turn, added on.

A space that suits the community it’s in, and when 

it leaves, adapts to meet the needs of the new 

community, but also brings with it the knowledge of the 

first. Let’s say, for instance, a place that starts as a blank 

box. Everyone who comes must bring something to put 

on the wall / in the environment. They can opt out 

for $5, otherwise, they’l be forced to at least mark 

the wall with a sharpie taped to it with a string. 

(fifteen hashmarks) On each table there’s a cage of books. 

People can take one if they want, and are encouraged 

to leave one behind. (sticker on bottom on table 

that says, please, I’m hungry, or just a wide open mouth 

(could be logo?)



It could be a hang out spot. (container on trailer) 

When done in America, it gets shipped overseas. (CDL)

It’s an interactive space that artists may use for projects. 

They can film there, record music, dance, do shows, 

host roundtables, teach classes. In any blank space, 

there’s games offered (if nothing is scheduled.) 

Maybe people could bring their own food and drinks, 

sharing is encouraged.

In a way, it’s an experiment. An amalgamation of every 

experience, a way to live out all the dreams, a space 

to let others build. A space that could go wherever it 

wanted, a place that’s for sure innovative. Allows me 

to travel wherever, I could get grants / funding for. 

Absolves me of my sorrow over Abacus, (and every 

abandoned project), serves the community, allows me 

to do what I love most, robs me of “control” with 

decorating, but allows the space to become what it 

should become. (And is able to live on past my life.)

.

I could also use this to apply to the container 

residency program. I could write this up as a proposal 

and apply to anything. It could include a blog, radio 

station, podcast, tv show, film, music video. It could 

include media that I do not yet know, that no one knows. 

It is its own use. It could travel around the world. It does 

not need me there, as it gets more booked for events, 

people can begin to run it itself, it is just space.

Atlanta is the world’s busiest airport. So of course, 

being the hub makes sense. Stowaways, piracy, etc. 

just make it more interesting. A blog, radio station, 

podcast or TV show could be just what is playing in the 

box at the time. Blog entries, for example, would be just 

transcribing what was overheard at the time. If I needed 

to be out of town, for whatever reason, I could be.



Black Box! A recorded version of what’s going on 

around it. All audio recorded for posterity. Which 

means people would have to be ok with that. 

The ultimate documentation. It should probably be 

like that from day one. Maybe one table could have 

an enshrined microphone. 

Here is the point where I begin to discount myself. 

It started small and grew, my misgivings. I began from 

practical considerations like land and permits and 

ended on - you must taper off this manic episode 

before it spins out of control. Oh my god. This is 

overheard@. The same thing I was thinking on the ship 

with the tattoos on my sleeve. (bridgit) 

OVERHEARD@MEGAF.ONE 

is pretty fucking bad ass. It could even start with just 

people emailing in. Maybe spread the word that there’s 

a blog. Or have it be the only part of the site. Yep, let 

artists use the space for events, they just have to come 

talk to me. Using the space is free. If I can find zoning in 

Atlanta first. I will fucking start that shit!

Okay, so draw out a sketch, type all this up, do a flow 

chart and concentrate just on starting this in Atlanta. 

Do a prospective budget, find land, person to help 

with law stuff, do a barnraising. Yep, megafone is my

mobile interactive arts space, time capsule, future builder. 

It is fucking on!



Or is it prayer, or both. Or is this, again, what is called 

“scripting”. It is not problem solving as much as 

future writing. Creating the world in front of you by 

painting possibilities with keystrokes. Can you write 

your way out of a rut, or is it just time. Is time, indeed, 

the great equalizer? 

As I start to think about success and logistics, can I 

write my way into solutions instead? Can I put down 

the little knocks of my current life on the door leading 

to my future? Can I quell their mutterings until I am too 

far ahead of them to hear anything?

I would love, in my free time, to still build spaces. 

Maybe it doesn’t have to be about me decorating, 

but I feel like that is a major part of me. Setting the 

mood, leaving the smells and sights and sounds that 

elicit something from people. And maybe herein has 

been the problem in relationships, allow people to be 

who they are. Your own desires do not need to be 

imprinted upon them. Like even now, as I start to think 

of him, is he with someone new? If he is, then allow 

him his space, each person wants desperately to remain 

themselves, and they can only change when it suits 

their desire.

To think of that space, where I can always be learning. 

But then again, would I need to always be inside it? 

Would it have hours it was open? Would I be able to 

sleep at night? Why all these logistical thoughts? 

Maybe this is the part where I get scared. But if I 

think of it like a job, I really only need certain hours 

to be there. Eventually it could either become self-

sustaining or I could hire someone else.



I really do love this idea. It stays away from food and 

drink and becomes whatever anyone else wants it to be 

at the time. It is the will of the people. And the shape 

it will take will depend solely upon the imagination of 

its visitors. If the Center for Civic Innovation application 

was only a step to this, I take it. If the breakings 

wroughtby men in my past, have led to this freedom 

of thought, I welcome it. If all the failed ventures and 

libraries and organizations have faltered to create 

space for this, I welcome it. I can set my own itinerary. 

If the languages I have learned, the experiences I 

have had, the art direction, the French, the Gemininity, if 

everything has led to this moment, I praise it. 

I can write out my destinations as I please. Venturing 

further and further in accordance with Lali and timing 

and life plan. Oh yea, Lali. I’ll think about it as it goes. 

It’s going to start in Atlanta anyways. After that it 

can move to Virginia Beach, or Savannah, New York, 

California, etc. Do people want to scald the exterior 

or make it all twinkle with gold? It is the state and will 

of the world that is reflected in the box. It is its own 

shout into the canyon, echoing out and showing who it 

has been, who it is, who it will be.

What happens when the box gets too crowded? 

We’ll see. And if it does, won’t that just remind us 

of what we do now with the earth that forgets our 

successors, our children. Couldn’t we have left space 

for those that were to come? Thank you God for this 

illumination, these thoughts, the framework of this plan. 

I’m not sure how this leads to my next steps. But I 

know this is the first. Logo, site, email, flow chart, 

on the outside. megAfone. The A made by the open door.

Rather, megAf.one. It should always lead back to the

website. Very subtle gray or cream on a charcoal exterior.



Glowing lights on the inside. Wooden tables. Draw up

a sketch, look at the smallest container that can be 

shipped overseas. Start thinking up a basic website 

page, figure out how much it would take to start.

I could redo my CCI application, but, nah. Next year, 

if I do something like Remote Year…then bam, the 

container could be in those four countries for a month 

at a time. I could make any schedule I want, and that 

could be on the website, the schedule for where it 

would be when, as if it were a touring artist. Love it, 

love it, love it. 

It is funny how the mind works, in the process of 

leveling up, how it begins to examine itself and also 

looks back upon itself. How it starts to observe the 

new world around it, wanting to wrap itself inside of it,

as a cloak, wanting to become it. But also, being 

oneself is a very important, powerful thing of its own. 

May we find the selves within ourselves and encourage 

them to step outside and see the new?

I’ve thought of change in a very static way. There are 

signs and messages and things repeating themselves 

in their presentation. Reminders of the true valor of a 

life well explored, of each adventure taken, of the joy 

that’s hiding in my soul, of the dreams that clamor for 

attention. When you are truly yourself, what happens? 

Do you explode into a new reality, or does everything 

just shift, clear like the mist uncovering what is beneath 

or beyond it. I am beginning to believe in this internal 

power in a new way. To truly see the places I can grow, 

the challenges to growth and the promises for it. As we 

stretch, we become something else, something beyond 

itself, the next in a line of possibilities. Do you believe in 

these things for yourself?



Sometimes, I slip into the belief of logistics, but those 

are the things that creep up to create distance between 

is and will be. And I believe in something deeper now, 

in an impulse that takes over, in following whatever 

wants to be. This book for instance, still morphing 

and forming out of itself, still unsure of exactly what it 

wants to be, but becoming it nevertheless.

becoming.is threatens to disappear. Shall I “fight for it”

or let it go? Let it fall under the wave of before. Move 

over to megaf.one and get everything forwarded. 

Change to becoming.com. Does it matter anymore? 

Will more messages get through to me? What is the 

meaning behind a brand, an extension of oneself? 

Every day I long more and more to explore.

At the moment I am in this Brazilian coffeeshop / bar, 

it is developing on the outside, beautiful tile columns 

being rendered. And I am thinking of the dreams of 

people. The dreams of my friend, the dreams of myself. 

How being in this space invokes her. How things may 

pair up and represent themselves across multiple realities. 

How many new experiences lay in front of us, waiting 

to be had. How our practical minds bind us up, asking 

us to remain stagnant. 

It is all scary if you allow it to be, but it can be something 

so different. It can be scary, but still a path, a path that 

you walk despite the darkness, that you take steps 

towards and within. Meet people, get inspired, make a

mood board, open up, explore, dream, desire, do, 

take giant leaps. Change up your routines, develop 

into something a step past where you currently are. 

There are people speaking Portuguese here, bright colors, 

light wood, colorful tiles, smells of coffee, sights of 

cachaça, people planning and plotting, people reading 



and thinking. And I am here, writing not just who I 

am today, but stretching back from my future self 

into myself, like Escher’s hand, crafting me out of me. 

(I kind of like that as a book title.)

There is part of me that knows what’s right to do today, 

it is right to get to my Sixthman work, but just like always,

 I’d rather do what life is calling me to do. That is what 

excites me. Part of me wonders, in my own venture, 

would I always do what life desires of me? Would I feel 

the malaise, the stuckness, do I feel freer now, happier? 

On my way here, there was a certain lightness. 

They just brought out pão de queijo….again thinking 

of Linda. It is amazing how you can step into someone’s 

dream, knowing that what is keeping them further from 

it is a belief in less. Or maybe, this just isn’t the life she 

wants. Anyways, I love, again, the thought of a mobile 

business. The ability to branch out into something new 

without containing myself. 

A container that allows freedom.



Magazine. Mega Zine. 
There is something interesting 
in the concept of a magazine 

becoming a place. 
In a paper copy,

 it can include pictures, links 
to music and film, 
words, interviews, 

the interplay between 
two people.

I know what it feels like 
to get the jump in your heart, 

of a new idea, new love, 
new city. 

So where does it go past that? 
Can you push the 
envelope a bit? 

How long does it take 
for love to fade away? 
Or is it the opposite, 

is it only when the initial jump 
sparks in your heart that you 

have truly found love?

Is everything before that 
just an exercise in 

developing the heart muscle?



Thoughts on surrender. Looking towards the things that 

gaze behind you instead of staring at what moves in 

the other direction. Applying energy to goals and the 

things that nourish you. There is valor to exploring the 

shadow, but what happens when we focus on the sun 

in our lives. I have been learning to be alone again,

and trying to rid myself of the jump in my heart that

asks for it to return, that believes in the type of 

serendipitous moment that can occur anytime, 

and has. Was there a point in history when this changed?

The belief in something greater than ourselves, in the 

fire that we could bring to our villages. I know that 

the work I do now is what I worked towards for years, 

but stands outside of my purpose. Society is currently 

building itself around the idea that we can be who we 

want to be. The entrepreneurs, the freelancers, the ones

who break themselves from the grip of what they give 

themselves to. We are more than the one-sided. 

What is that thing that keeps you up at night? 

When you do it while you keep smiling, is that 

workaholism or has it crossed over into passion? 

Step outside of those things that do not water you, 

and step into the things that desire nothing more than 

your growth. You are worthy of sprouting up.

I have grown in age, forty is around the corner. This is 

probably the first time I’ve admitted that so matter-of-

factly out loud, even if just to a piece of paper. I realize 

now that this is what I wanted from him, all the hims in 

my life, a receptacle, a place to pour myself into, a place 

I could be heard, remembered. Is this what most, if not 

all of us want? Don’t we want to be heard, to be seen 

as beautiful, smart, funny, creative, intelligent. To have 

a story worth telling. For there to be shouts about us 

instead of whispers.



Step out into the great abyss. It is there for you. 

The other day I saw a man standing in a ford that 

had to be crossed to reach houses up the hill. He was 

throwing rocks, one by one, into a hole. Who realized 

that hole was there? How did he decide that he should 

be the one to fix the problem? One pebble at a time, 

and it was obvious that it was a good day. His daughter 

with a chair on the side of the road, watching him as if 

at a sporting activity. Solving the problem does not 

feel like work when it is different than the norm, 

when you are doing it piece by piece, when you have 

support there, when it is, in the end, a day with your 

feet in water while you play a game. Stretch out who 

you are, bit by bit.

Now my stuckness is in the reverse. I am only rebelling 

against my “job,” my “work” has become linked 

to purpose, all the things I want to do. And every 

moment is filled with the desire to learn, to dig, to 

question and plan. The dream of a space is melding 

and morphing into something. Something big enough 

to scare me, but something I know I should focus on.

The best iteration of all the dreams I’ve had up to now.

In some way, I have always wanted to own a space. 

These are my goals of Abacus and architecture, interior

and production design, all the way back to the treehouses.

And in this moment, I’m in a coffeehouse, just to be 

out around people and work. A coffeehouse where 

you can’t buy coffee. A communal workspace that isn’t 

about working as much as talking. That encourages 

conversation and builds itself around itself.



It has taken work for me to become the person I 

wanted to be, but also, a bit of a lack of work. I had 

to finally learn to relax into myself. Always pushing 

myself towards improvement led to me doing the 

same to other people, always pushing them, until they

went away. Granted, this was usually with men, 

and white men at that. I look forward to being with a 

person that knows me on a cultural level, that is a part 

of me. To finding and linking with my soul family. To 

reigniting the joy and pulse in myself that makes me 

excited about life. Last night I read a book by Pema 

Chodron, it taught me how to take little pauses and 

take three breaths. Herein, I learned how to use the word:

“PAUSE”

as a trigger to remind me to stop and be silent for a 

moment, take those breaths, allow a bit of space within 

my mind. 

Now, future now, I am more solid in myself. When I

walk past people, I look at them, as people with 

experiences and hurts and joys, challenges and 

triumphs, not just a glance, but looking at them for 

the humanity they possess. Getting past the hooks 

that cause me to react has become a little simpler now. 

I worry less about what people think, the more I find 

my truest self and work towards my greatest, wildest 

passions. My wall is filled with goals and timetables, 

they keep me moving forward, but I still know how 

to take time for joy. I am growing more each day and it 

is exciting, to shed off those things that do not fit, 

and embrace the new. This has always been a dream 

for me, and now it’s here. The same passionate 

enthusiasm exists, but I can place it better now. It has 

a space to really be, without overwhelming.



There is a longing to experience that makes it hard to 

say no to things, or when people--or those that I want 

to accept me--just say no. And who are the ones I want 

to accept me? The ones I think of as somehow higher 

than me, whose station I want to reach to, and maybe

not for them as people as a whole, but some part of them. 

Maybe they are artistic, confident, able to see things

through, crafty, self-sufficient, excel in one area 

of their life, have a lot of friends, became a parent 

at exactly the right time, are lucky in love, or have 

married a man they truly love, maybe once mine, 

the type of people that have something that you could 

pair with everyone else’s something and be the most 

fortunate something. 

I have something that is wholly myself already. A lot 

of faults, a lot of triumphs. I’m on that “dark green” 

and I want to remember now, that “wedding cake” 

is not the same as that last kind (a space to love chapter.)

It is arduous to write, the words are swimming and

there’s a pain in my head. I can feel something 

important demanding to rise to the surface, feel it 

with all of my body. (A bug just fell on me, we warred.) 

I think that’s a part of it. I am word, but the other part 

of me is action, that is my twin. And action is thus my 

superpower. When I am all word, I’m an intriguing 

part of myself, but I have nothing on when I am word 

and action. If I was action, all this stuff would truly be 

my clay. These marks would instantaneously create 

Arcosantis and Disneyworlds and Calatrava’s Science 

and Art center. They are buildings, but more, they 

are environments. They are spaces, realities that exist 

within realities. As if to say, see, I can be that too. I am 

the world, but that too. What you know and see, and 

also the most fantastical vision of reality that we can 

muster for you. Like the world again, that dons as its 

cloak  every city. The New Yorks and San Franciscos and 

Rotterdams.



How could you have ever complained? About them not 

wanting you. How could they ever know, understand 

what you were? They spoke a different language. 

And standing there, all dusty and worn, they refused 

the rock underneath. The diamond, the gem, the sparkle.  

And you were a tyrant to them, trying to get them to  

dust you off so they could see what you really were. 

But they had eyes, and what they saw was dust.  It is no 

one’s fault. Think of all the ones you let slip under your 

eyes in such a way.

“Bringing people together.” says Lali. “You like to bring 

people together,” more specifically. 

So, that’s making me think of a mission statement type 

thing. Bringing people together. In whatever way that 

means. It is different, somewhat, from “connecting.” 

An amassing rather, what is the difference between 

bring together and connect? 

BRIDGIT, CULTURAL ARCHITECT, 
BE THE BRIDGE, RAINBOW, AYIDAH WEDO, 

MIRROR, TWIN, WORD AND ACTION. 

Could it be a place where people come contribute to 

the magazine? 

“Share your story.” Show and tell - Lali.

I CONTRIBUTE TO ARTISTS AND FURTHER 
ARTISTIC RESOURCES, ESPECIALLY FOR 

THOSE WHO HAVE A FINANCIAL OR 
NETWORKING GAP IN ACHIEVEMENT.
I ASSIST IN FURTHERING THE CANON 

OF PEOPLE OF COLOR.



Maybe people coming in to the space could be the 

ones sharing their story. So maybe their story is “how 

to sew a bib” and while they’re doing it, they’re telling 

a story of raising their baby sister as if she were their 

own. Think Moth radio hour, Abacus recorded stories, 

Carapace. It’s like a space for storytelling. A storytelling 

bar, not bar, but club. If it is a storytelling club, how 

does it make sense during the day, or how are other 

things integrated in. Would there just be a listing of 

times? How would that allow games like 1L7? What 

does a storytelling club have to do with any type of 

interactive games.

This brings me back to the idea of Black Box. Like black 

box theater, like the black box that records everything. 

So it gives people the knowledge that when they step 

into it, it will be recorded. And when it gets shipped to 

the next place it plays back.

So, now that’s two different ideas. One is Magazine. 

One is Black Box. In Black Box, it’s a storytelling club, 

where everything is recorded. Then, it’s shipped to the 

next location and becomes an exhibit where people 

step in and hear everything. After the exhibit comes 

down in the second city, then it’s wiped and the second 

city begins to record in it.

 

Take it to the phone booth. It’s a black phone booth 

that people step into, and dial a fake phone number 

that links to my phone. They are then prompted to 

share a story, and can do so anonymously. Shit, this just 

got back to art of storytelling1, and Abacus, the book. 

And all those stories that I have that I failed to share 

with the world, but only took in for myself. That I 

suffered and agonized years and years over. That I went 

to school to learn how to layout. That I have somewhere



in a box inside of a box inside of a box. What happens 

when all you want to do is help other people share their 

stories, and they do, entrust them to you to be their 

emissary, and you gulp them down? Like the hungry 

one, la baleine. Swallowing and slowly digesting all 

their secrets. Staying below the surface. What does the 

whale have to do? They do have to come up to the 

surface to breathe, and there they spout out, and their 

stories get misted over the surface.

What do you do with all those fragments of dreams? 

You do with them the same thing you did with all those 

shards of hearts. You pull them together, picking up the 

pieces and assembling them into a Gaudian cathedral.

There was a switch from words to action, actually 

something more of a marrying. How did I learn 

to resolve all of this internal thought? It was from 

practicing things that were active. Swimming, running, 

hiking, climbing, moving. And picking one thing to 

move towards and moving towards it, one step at a time. 

Why is there a fear surrounding moving forward. 

Why was there rather? I picked two things to work on. 

Finish the album and do the container. I could sit down 

and do a flowchart around the album, but really one 

thing at a time is all I need.

What is the correlation between Bridgit and the rest 

of my goals? Bridgit is a major part of the goal. 

She can go anywhere, and spread her truth and get 

people thinking. She can document her story and 

travel the path of her ancestors. New Orleans, Haiti, 

Senegal. Santa Monica, Virginia Beach, St. Pete. 

Get out, see the world, find a way to make a new 

way for yourself. When will you believe in it? Open into 

yourself, find the thing, make the way, step outside 

of yourself. Do you believe in how big you can be?



When I talk to people, I hold my head up high. There 

is an air of positivity and possibility. There is proof 

behind what I have done, and I can offer that, instead 

of talking about possibilities and hypotheses. Write 

up a chart for JR and document where I am with each 

song and where I am moving towards. Make a flow 

chart of sorts for each song, and figure out a time to 

get them done. Like Mamaniji said, there is something 

that builds up with undone things, that leaves you, 

that leaves you always wanting to run back to some 

obsequious source. And really, it is all okay. It is okay 

that your present self is finding her way. In the future, 

you will be far enough down the path to know where 

you are headed, you are actually already there. 

Learning to calm down, to breathe a bit, to not see 

the end of the world in everything. Can you breathe 

into your own existence. Allow things to materialize 

into what you believe them to be, into what you hope 

for and expect, into the highest rendition of your life.

Right now, the fear is dizzying you, over something 

you have no control over. When that happens, can you 

fully feel the blissful breeze, love the yellow flowers, 

calm yourself and just exist in the moment? 

Now I remember what this is supposed to be, a journal 

of possibility, of the highest hopes for everything. 

So then, I am calm, reveling in the present moment, 

accomplishing the things I need to accomplish to 

feel calm, present, capable. I believe in goodness and 

truth and tangible outcomes making themselves real. 

Presence overcomes fear.



LOVE YOURSELF TWICE AS MUCH

1. hiking in nature

2. eating veggies

3. spending time with tribe

4. dance

5. swim

6. writing letters

7. catching up with family 

8. only accept relationships that are equal and elevating

WRITE YOUR FUTURE

When I speak on other people, I speak up the positive 

in them. In general, in all situations, I accentuate the 

positive and am shinier than ever. Life is full of laughter, 

effervescence and joy. 

I have learned to embrace certainty. The swayings of 

this or that no longer entrap me. 

I step forward sure, capable, ready.



There is something savory about owning your own place 

to be. Paired with roaming the world, what could be 

better. What do you show people when you show them 

they can own their own space. Free of the constraints 

and rules of the outside world. Your space is your temple. 

You can make it small enough to fit in your mind, or big

 enough to frame you as you please, but there is a 

space none can touch. Victor Frankl opened my eyes 

to this in the deepest way. In the autonomous space 

of your mind, you are the only one that can change 

your reality. No matter what the external circumstances 

may be, your mind is your temple, your sacred space, 

your personal reality, that none can touch. 

In this context, the idea of an independent Black space 

is so exciting. It can go anywhere and encompass and 

represent the reality that was shared with it. Recording 

does not have to take place only in the box. This is the

same as art of storytelling except digital and with the

possibility of instruction, interaction. “A museum that

can only fit four people at a time, but has more impact

than one of any other size.” That is what the newspaper 

says about it. It is a marvel of representing the truth and

making this make a change in someone. For just a 

moment, they think of the sameness, the uniqueness in 

self and other.

Reaching for my best self has taken a positive toll over 

the last month or so, now back to imagining, plotting, 

etc. I spend a lot of time at the library nowadays, 

researching about African spaces, free spaces, enslaved 

places, looking for hints of the points of view of others, 

getting more organized on my computer, holding 

folders full of countries, artists, ideas, talking to 

Ashindis and Adinahs, listening to people that are 



interesting and exciting, figuring out an elevator pitch, 

how do I ask to document them. Maybe there’s a card 

with a link and a quick intake form, maybe there are 

testimonials somewhere. 

The spectre of Black life is so exciting, I’m wondering 

a bit, is it only my feeling alienated from it that makes 

it so interesting? Last night I heard such an interesting 

thing, a friend talking about a theme based listening 

party where people take a few minutes to present 

their album and she sends out a playlist compilation 

at the end. She said it was like 1L7 beforehand, but I 

didn’t realize the extent to which she meant it. I felt 

that tightening, that shenpa1. That deep inhale, breath 

moment. But didn’t breathe. They talked about the TED 

talk presentation game, and wanted structured hangs, 

and I found myself asking, was I wrong in pursuing 

Black Box? Was this vindication for the Magazine idea? 

In truth, it doesn’t matter, I don’t have to be “the one” 

who is first with an idea or brings it to the forefront. 

And I am more interested in documenting something, 

bringing the people I most long to serve together, 

doing something that means something for the future. 

It is hard to imagine sitting inside of a space all the 

time, and these are spaces where the Magazine idea 

breaks down. It is going to take a greater level of inner 

strength, to bring Her, to bring It to life. 

The other day while smoking, I thought of the biggest 

idea. A boutique hotel that focused on bringing 

different members of the diaspora together. I long for 

Black spaces, Black friends, a place to express who I am 

without feeling weird, other, displaced…though being 

around Blackness is not necessarily a guarantee.



Where to start is being comfortable in myself, forgiving 

myself, being myself, finding pride in my own deviance. 

Can I let go of the stories that say otherwise? There are 

bits and pieces I am picking up now, a builder, a buddy, 

a flyer about zoning, seeing the stories, the personal 

things I may elicit from others. I’d like to sit down with 

a group of people and learn more, how do you make 

these stories come to light? How do I walk back into 

groups I once knew or new ones?

Let’s do some role playing, that’s what this space is for 

after all. It is two months from now and I am deep into 

bringing the Black Box to life. I’ve spent time searching 

for containers and have found a lovely black one, 

large enough to fit 6 people, but something I can get 

at a good price. It opens top down. I’ve met with two 

potential builders, and they are both down to help

talk through plans, and I’ve talked to them about 

contracting their work and have a quote from them 

both. They’ve received sketches and plans for the place, 

and I’m receiving grant funds in a week or so, and will 

be able to pay them. 

I’ve compiled a list of questions and areas of interest 

by speaking with my focus group. They’ve shared 

with me things they’d like to know about people from 

other countries and things they think are fundamental 

to exposing who they are. Key artists have been 

highlighted and contacted, and I’ve done a few 

recordings in their spaces. I’ve bought a dedicated 

hard drive for these purposes and have done some 

classes in Final Cut Pro. The innovation course has 

helped me look at and avoid any problems that may 

arise due to constraints.



In the morning, I have a routine that gets me pumped, 

and in general, I make great use of my day. I feel better 

about the work that I do for money the more that I put 

time and energy into my passion project. I absolve old 

wounds over unfinished projects and know that this 

is something I will see through. I’ve spoken with IT 

and UX people about the online portion of the 

project. I’ve begun paying down my credit card and 

spoken with the student loan people about plans to 

make payments. When I get home from work, I am 

productive and focused, and make the best use of my 

time. My social calendar is at a great point, I feel like 

there’s a good balance in who I see and what we do. 

I have become increasingly organized and have a team 

of people that are willing to work alongside me on this 

project (building, legal, groundwork.) I’m involved in the 

building process, and my free time is now dedicated to 

bringing this project to life. Working with my hands has 

opened a new world to me. Seeing things step out of 

my imagination and into life has led to my rebirth.



I met the love of my life. 
He’s 10 feet wide and high, 

black as the night, 
weighs about a ton. 
His skin feels like 

corrugated steel, well, cause 
he’s a shipping container. 

My nickname for him 
is Purpose. 

So after all my chasing boys, 
I finally found that the love of 

my life is an it. 
Not a he, no not a she,

 but a thing. 
It is something I reached for 
in the night, but having no 

form could never feel. 

But now it has shown itself 
to me, finally. 

And maybe it’s face 
will change, but I’ve found it, 

this beautiful thing 
called Purpose.

Anyways, enough sappy stuff...



What is liberty? I’m in the Auburn Avenue Research library, 

staring out onto a sculpture by Radcliffe Bailey in 

which a ladder curls into a DNA strand, and there are 

allusions to the freedom that books and knowledge 

may afford us. As I browse upon so many books 

about genealogy research and how-tos, I become 

daunted by this idea, there is an immense excitement 

in searching for my history, but where does it begin 

and / or end. I think about the Black Box project, 

and the lateral, but also distinct project of digging 

into my own ancestry, wondering what my parents, 

grandparents and relatives already know, wondering how 

I can go along without retracing steps, wondering how 

many of my own family or countrymen have walked 

this path before me. Contemplating if this mirrors Black 

Box, is separate, is fundable? Can I travel just along the 

path of personal ancestry? Can that be a box or is that 

too personal? Do any of my friends know where their 

people come from, do they care? Would searching 

for and finding where I come from give me any sense 

of belonging? Would that stability make me feel better 

when I long for company? Can I traverse the strains 

with my immediate family, overcome the time and 

distance that served to separate, can I replicate this 

going back generation by generation? “Heal the black 

family structure” that’s one of the things I wrote on 

my wall. I think about my best day and Solange and 

New Orleans and Beyoncé, and my place and my team, 

and everyone working together and building. In the 

context of this document, all of that can make a bit 

more sense.

What is this work I’m trying to piece together, What 

are all these paths? Do I have to know where it is going 

before it gets there? Can I just move ever forward? To 

Virginia Beach, or New Orleans, Sydney or Dahomey, 

wherever I am led - step by step and branch by branch



Can I delicately hop out onto another rock, not 

knowing where my footing will lead next? This is a 

journey to accept without certainty.

There are components to it. JR, Black Box, and family tree.

If I move forward in all these domains, there is a 

beautiful picture that begins to emerge. A link to 

space and people and time, and resolving all three 

of these and moving all of them forward. Of course, 

another important piece of this puzzle is Lali, and all 

of those children I’ve taught, what am I leaving for 

the future? Can I stay deeply mired in these questions 

and their consequential answers without worrying 

about what the future holds? It is enough to figure 

out where I come from, express myself creatively, take 

responsibility for my personal pitfalls and encourage 

my daughter to desire the best for herself, to encourage 

Blacks as a whole to imagine the best for ourselves, 

to ask for the sharing of secrets, the airing of grievances, 

the increase in connection, to store the notions of time, 

people and space, to create black oases, to create areas 

where we come together. To think bigger and bigger 

and not be scared anymore, to venture off into my 

own work, to find sustainability for it.  

This moving forward is taking place, I can feel myself 

moving further and further outward. And even in 

doing so, I am existing even more in my current space, 

in my job, place, and relationship. This is the rootedness 

that will allow me to branch out. And climb up, up, up, 

into my own branches of family tree, digging into the 

ethereal space, trying to learn and love my ancestors.

What has come before, what is to come.

All of these books are locked in here, maybe one day, 

too they will receive their liberation? 



You should not expect anyone else to carry any of this 

with you. If they say they are going that way, or if they 

pick a bit of your load from your arms, let them. But 

this is your task, your life, your secrets that have been 

whispered to you. These things have been layed out 

for you because, and only because you know what 

to do with them. Your life has been a composium of 

experiences, to lead you here. Carry your load, build 

your mansion.



It is time to work hard, to remember the toil that 

people put into their everyday pursuits. At this point, 

it is working for my own interests, but I can do it, 

balance out the things that are happening in life. 

When I wake up in the morning, when I start my day, 

it is feeling more like the life I am moving towards. 

I should be writing from the standpoint of that which 

I am becoming, but in this moment, I’m writing from 

the standpoint of now. I know that I must pull myself 

up by the bootstraps, that to live a life of abandon, 

I must become more structured. There will not be a 

person that doesn’t have a word of caution, advice, 

admonition, but I must keep moving forward. It is 

time to try these things, to reach out and dare and be 

vulnerable and ask and try.

Two things in the past two days have really struck me. 

The Red Bull Culture Clash and the Auburn Avenue 

Research library.  First the RBCC, it was in so many 

ways what I am interested in doing, it had four different

crews, Black, from different regions. Culture was on

display, and by the way, there were loads of 

containers used for screens, information and forming 

the space itself. Matter of fact, I wonder what they 

did with those after the fact. (Oh and Whitney has 

her CDL now…someone to talk to!) But there was 

something inherent in the structure of the battle that 

led to loads of chicanery (pun intended) and smack 

talk about the other cultures. It bred more of a sense 

of division, and not so much in the good-humored type 

of way. I’d like the same type of cultural vibe, same type

of highlighting, but the type that says…you see how 

the same we all are, did you know these amazing 

things about these amazing people? By the end of the 

night, all the excitement I had felt at the beginning led 

to me feeling worn down, physically even, in my back 

and my ankle.



The AARL was a wealth of information, but it was 

so strange how all the books were locked inside of 

that space. Are they available elsewhere in Atlanta? 

It is great that all those books are available, but without 

being able to take them home, hold them, bring them 

around with you, there is something that is lost. Now 

that I think about Club Woody1, that might be another 

place books like that are available, but what use is it if 

you’re not an AUC2 student, can you check them out? 

Where do we get to walk down aisles and see names 

with loads of vowels staring us in the face. A library is

a place to use intuition, a space to feel and browse 

and meander, a place to interact and learn, and get 

information one stray sentence at a time. Will those 

books ever get free?

 ( PAUSE )

Wow, this numerology pack is reading me so hard 

right now. It just said, when I’m around people, 

because I fear social interaction, I make too many 

jokes or have too much forced joviality. Damn. Also, it 

said that I should write (you), paint, sing and dance, 

involve myself in more creative pursuits, be more 

willing to be my true, individual self, stop suppressing 

and judging myself and all that, kinda like…nobody 

cares as much as you do, so chill. The more you’re 

yourself, the more you can be yourself.

I like the idea of this, writing more, and will also 

admit that this œuvre so far has been much more slow, 

but also much more steady than I thought. I know I 

need to sing and dance and paint and write. It said it to 

me so many times in that numerology report, but 

also I can feel it. There is something else that calls too; 

swim, do tai-chi, surf, do yoga, lift weights, run, meditate



Pulls that beckon me from the beyond: paramita, 

“gone to the other shore” Something like that, so 

beautiful. I will admit to you, that I want love. Desire my 

partner and marriage. Sometimes I get briefly confused 

with thinking any love is that kind of love, but I know 

it’s not. I want my man here, laying next to me, faintly 

smelling of some purple plant like lilac or lavender, 

or just…like him. Nothing artificial, but naturally 

intoxicating, just knowing he is so close. Touching him, 

him being real and there, and wanting to be there, 

that feeling when I am not pulling, he is not pushing, 

we are just talking and laughing and playing and 

hugging and loving and kissing and touching and 

feeling and being and enjoying and savoring and 

tempting and providing and caring and thinking and 

writing and loving every single moment of our time 

together. No, I am not begging nor asking nor pleading 

nor crying nor raising my voice, nor turning away, nor 

deleting his number, nor waiting for his call, nor feeling 

my heart break as he ignores me. I can see now all the 

ways that that is not love. Why could I not see it while 

I was in it? Did it change from day to night while I was 

still unaware? 

I think of my mom there, with the ocean lapping 

outside her window, lamenting the 3/4 of the window 

obscuring her view. Thinking of that woman now, 

her trials, her hopes, her needs, her loneliness, her making 

a place for herself in the world, her distance from me, 

her wanting everything to work out, her readiness to 

live her life, the permission she may not give herself, 

the goals she must have, the waiting that she and my 

father must have done for me to get it together, to 

finally be alright, to find my job, my man, my purpose. 

To finally not have to worry so about my wellbeing, 

while I flitted through eternal youth.



Well here it comes now, I take responsibility for me. 

It is time to wake up, grab life, move in the way that 

I must. And I will do so while still exploring my gifts, 

working within purpose. I will do what I came here for, 

what I feel led to do. 

SHARING STORIES, COLLECTING STORIES, 
GETTING PEOPLE TO TALK TO EACH OTHER, 

TO OPEN UP, TO REVEAL THEMSELVES, 

TO TELL THE TRUTH. 

For once. It does not have to be with the men in my life.

This is where I used to mess up, no, it is for my life’s work. 

Bedtime.

Morning. Forgive, forgive, forgive. Meditate, do some 

exercise, let go. Rid yourself of the attachments to 

hurt and ache and holding on to things and being 

constricted. Allow yourself the space, the resources, 

the room….even the emotional room to grow. 

And bloom.

Last night I dreamt, and I was with a man who knew 

how to fly. I watched him fly. That is the kind of person 

I should desire. Anything else is a slight waste of time 

to lament.



I wake up into a new day. In this day, I have learned 

to work my habits. In the morning, I get up and run 

along the ocean, or go into it and swim or surf. After 

completing this exercise which addresses physical, 

mental, emotional and spiritual concerns all at once, I 

return to the house and pig out on fruit after slamming 

a large glass of water. Maybe a cup of green tea may be 

added to the mix as I write, with a dash of local honey.

I’ve learned how to cook again, rather come to enjoy 

it, and take out a container of frozen food that will be 

dinner later that night. Set it in the concrete sink to 

thaw. There is music wafting on wisps of incense. Smell 

and sound all so entangled they have no separation. 

Like me and my husband in the other room. It has been 

miraculous to see how trust can grow itself, how you 

can lean so deeply into a person, and them into you, 

that you become like two trees separated by a creek 

that have leaned so far into one another, they have 

become one tree at the top. There is so much to be 

grateful for, and especially him.

 

He supports my artistry, my mind, heart and spirit and 

encourages me to grow. He listens to my point of 

view and feels enriched by it. Love has so many layers, 

and each year they grow deeper. Finally, I have found 

someone I can depend on, lean into, trust, admire, 

feel safe around, listen to, share with. Our goals are 

parallel but separate enough for us to move forward as 

individuals. He brings me something so unique, a deep 

connection, what I longed for before knowing what it 

really looked like. And it is effortless, I knew from the 

beginning that this was something to cherish, because 

he showed up, truly, deeply. I never had to speak a 

word on what I wanted or needed. He is a man who 

knows.



My work goes more smoothly now. In part, because of 

the beauty of my support system, but also because I am 

more assured, calm and established in the area of my 

purpose and passion. Decision making is easier and I 

trust myself as both a leader and authority, as a thinker, 

I know that my ideas not only have the right to live, 

but that I possess the tools to birth them. Starting with 

Black Box, I have proven to myself over and over again 

that I am not only a thinker and innovator, but a creator, 

spreader, incubator, disseminator. From that point on, 

I held my head up high when talking about my projects, 

didn’t think that people were throwing me just a bit of 

side eye, knew that if I said it, dreamed it, I would do 

everything in my power to allow others to see it and 

experience it too.

I systematically released all of my fears, pains, attachments, 

and opened my heart’s space to creating beautiful things. 

Taking giant leaps, moving into the future.

Enter into the space to be someone, something 

formidable, even if it is just you being yourself. 

Enter into the space to test out your dreams and ideas 

and goals and chase them to their very end. Enter the 

space to read unabashedly, to draw and doodle and 

do all of the silliest things that make you the happiest. 

Enter into a schedule that fits your goals, work as 

hard as you need to to get things done, never drive 

yourself crazy, fret more over your own goals than others’, 

meditate and read and sculpt, love life.

Learn to give. Make yourself available to people without 

thinking twice about it. Be unabashedly yourself and 

give more than you take, set yourself up to have the 

resources to give time, energy, skills, money, needs, gifts.



Remember who you are and reclaim her. Sing and dance 

and paint and write. When you embrace her in totality, 

you will be her more fully, and that is the place to 

reach towards forever. And also allow it to reach back 

towards you. Give yourself time, time to breathe and 

relax and be. Also, work hard, dig into what’s needed, 

try your best always, go beyond your own feelings and 

frailties. Be Her.

I see this thing in little spurts, and know that the first 

inklings of my mind are correct. Start to carry your 

camera around. Ask those guys down the street about 

interviewing them. Make a release form. Get your 

spiel together. Make a little tear-off book of release 

sheets. Start talking to people again. Do your hair. 

Wash your face. Read all the books you desire. Jump and

stretch. Be less scared. Start little riots. Allow yourself 

to “mess up”. Reject the desire to be hot, beautiful, etc. 

Dissolve your anxiety. See time as a gift. Love yourself 

and others.



Language links, ancestral links, cultural architect. 

We are divided by each other by language. As well as 

time and place. Our languages are also disappearing, 

the ones we have that are just ours. And with them, 

our stories, our bonds. As our vernacular go, our customs, 

our foods, our mannerisms….so does…

Like Lil Tommy, that boy just like his daddy. And 

grandaddy Tommy too.

There is something in the interpreter, the one that 

can say, no…this is you. Why is this unique to Black 

people? Because we are the ones who have bought 

into our own notions of inferiority. We are the ones 

who have sat down, layed down, been shot down. 

It was never wrong, it was a misalignment of belief. 

We did not remember who we were and neither 

did they. So we all played along, and pretended our 

history began at slavery. Sure we knew the empires of 

yesterday, but we got halted at shame. The systematic 

oppression became that thing that stunted our growth. 

Just like personally, we are all stuck in the that first 

moment of family victimhood that we either claimed or 

perpetrated. So where do those stories break? How far 

up our personal tree must we go to distance ourselves 

from this. How far across the bridge do we walk until 

we make it to the other side. Bridge can’t go on forever.

Where in our story is there space for individual and 

collective healing? How do we, as black people, stop from 

shutting up, sitting down, laying down, getting shot down. 

When do we raise up to recognize our numbers, our 

power, when do we stand up to each other, when do 

we demand that our future be as glorious as our past?



Curate a 
global

Afrikan
conversation



PEOPLE OF ANY ETHNICITY, 
WHEN THEY VISIT THEIR HOMELAND, 

ARE ABLE TO SPEAK WITH 

THEIR COUNTRYMEN. 

Except the African. Upon their return, they may have 

some discourse with the speakers of the colonial 

language that reigns, but in each country there are 

usually at least ten languages which are African and 

cannot be spoken by those that visit. This is just one 

of the many ways that the African is the most divided 

nationality in the world. Huge chunks of the majority of 

the African’s link to their motherland has allowed great 

division, the type that leads the African to believe they 

are separated from the greatest superpower there is, 

themselves.

What will happen when the African awakens? And 

like Marcus Garvey said sees it is time to “up, you mighty 

race.” It is only the lion’s seatedness that allows him to 

be attacked.

I am trying to understand what this means, there is 

something about language that lends itself to the 

creation of a new culture, or brings together cultures 

that have been divided all along.



OK, the crazies continue. Or why do I refer to my 

ampedness like that? Napoleon Hill even said to whip 

yourself into a place of obsession. Maybe because when 

I get all forward-directed like this, the walls feel closer, 

and I feel like I am the one in the black box. Anyways…

I’ve been kind of lamenting in a way for the past few 

days because I was having so many ideas and they felt 

so divergent. But now I get the idea of diverging and 

converging, for sure. I guess I still need to look back 

onto what I’ve said before and what really piques 

my interest, but this plan feels right. It is curating, 

well through space. It is global African…conversation? 

Yes, it is a conversation if I make sure everyone sees 

first what is happening. But yes, seeing the box, with 

the projection, from another country, that says it exactly. 

Then the quick form, maybe an iPad or something. 

It’s gonna be great. Like “Arrival”. Creating a conversation 

among people you don’t even fully understand.

Yea, I’m excited about this, I was feeling weird about 

getting people to record content, and going out to 

them. But bringing them to the box is exactly it. 

“You like to bring people together,” Lali said. Yes, this 

is a mobile gathering place. Disperse and gather. 

We are leaving messages for each other, our best for 

each other. This could be easy to film if the box is 

properly lit. This could be part of Flux or anything like 

that if I figured out a proposal. I’m not sure exactly 

where JR and my family tree and all that stuff come into 

play with this, and it really doesn’t matter. This checks off 

the box of recording language, documenting culture, 

recording stories, “promote, preserve, document.”



I’m so interested to go back and look over the idea of 

Megafone to Make Space to Magazine and all that. 

So really, this is Make Space, but just for Black people.

Hell yea, and then it travels around to other Black 

people under the auspices of getting us to talk. 

But can it really be an Overground Railroad that helps 

us to get free? Because the minds are so enslaved now. 

I’d really like to know about this Dr. Derreck Kayongo, 

or whatever his name is, and the ababakas. I can look 

into this in the Art of Gathering book, if it’s there. 

Still need to get it from the library, though I could 

probably, should probably buy that book, since that 

has so much to do with what I want from my life. The 

question is, what happens if a bunch of people don’t go 

into the cube, is it still valid just sitting on that space? 

Taking a tour of African lands? Gathering and recording 

and transmitting the energies of black people all over 

the world? Does it become a mobile gris-gris? Is it 

charged with the energy of so many spaces, so many 

people, so much time, intention. Do we understand 

inherently how we should be treating our own Black Space?

Can we witness that if the Black Space falters, it is a

mirror of how we treated it? If the Black Space prospers,

it is a mark of how we treated it. 

If there really were that magazine, what would it mean 

if people could send something in? Where would these 

things be displayed? Could a smaller box be used to 

house the items? As it grows, could that space also 

grow, and grow and grow into a hotel? See how this 

mind works. Huh…

What is culture? What is tended to, grown. What’s an 

architect? Chief builder.



This is one of those days where I feel like talking about 

the present as opposed to the future, but really in the 

talking about present it’s just a litany of experiences 

I’d like to change, actually this is being in the middle 

place. There was something where I wanted to be 

around more people, and now I have been, and the act 

of doing so makes me aware of the feelings that I have 

surrounding it. So here is what I now claim.

I live within my purpose, I live among my tribe. I leave 

experiences feeling energized and know how to have 

pure fun with others. A sense of calm and joy pervades 

me and ripples out to my experience. Around others, 

I talk about the higher things. The beautiful is created 

within and around me. There is a great definiteness of 

purpose. I am integrating myself back into the world 

and it feels good. It has been a month without social 

media, drinking, cigarettes. The abstaining is becoming 

its own high. 

Keep moving forward towards your goals, it’s okay 

to be confused, lost, keep stepping forward, put 

in work on JR, on genealogy, on Black Box, these are 

all part of a bigger picture. You do not need to be 

certain yet, on the other side of things, I am telling you, 

it’s already here. What you want already exists, actually, 

it exists in a multitude of ways, it is just waiting for you 

to come and choose. Today is Labor Day, one of those 

days where the world is out and getting together. 

Next year, you will have structured your life such that

this is a day of gathering for you, of seeing friends, 

barbecue, water, joy and laughter, dancing, carefreeness. 

Your bank account allows you to participate in any 

number of activities. You are loving and feel loved. 

Life is so gracious, you are with your tribe, you are 

working within your purpose.



Can you feel it washing over you even now? As this 

breeze gently blows and reminds you of all the higher, 

more beautiful things. You know about energy and 

where it flows and where it stagnates. You know 

about love and how you wish it to feel. You know 

about nature and how it calls out to you. You know 

about joy and fun and joviality and depth and laughter 

and truth. Hold your eyes steadfast on your dreams, 

they want to be united with you. They are always there 

loving you, reaching out for you, interested in you, 

waiting for you to turn your back on all the beliefs and 

instances that do not serve you and find yourself in the 

most magical land possible.

Who do you want to be? Do you believe in her? 

And better yet, do you believe that who you are at 

this very second….today….is good enough? And me, 

I’d like a network of people, but still I’m coming to 

find more comfort in myself, even though sometimes I 

admonish her, and reach out to people like they are the 

water I need to survive. 

HAVE FUN WITH YOUR ROOMATES. 

This is the message I’m getting which transcends 

working for it, or fear or any of those things. If this is 

something I can just learn to do without all the many 

attachments and questioning, etc. 

What about a scripting box? A box where you imagine 

your best self. JR, genealogy…they are looking back 

at and confronting the past. I can ask for that to 

happen in the Box, a looking back at self, or an 

acknowledgement of present, or an imagining of 

future. Are people able to script aloud? As a group? 

For themselves and for others?



I am feeling myself changing, though it feels slow 

sometimes. Like the wheels of the chariot are slowly 

churning and moving forward to some other space that 

is my home. I do not have to explain to anyone who I 

am or why I am that way, do not have to attach myself 

to another’s ideas of me or my choices. I alone am the 

guardian of my story, though it can become a group 

story if allowed. This wonderful wonderful Earth and 

Life and Existence, all full of possibility. Many other 

lives awaiting me in many other spaces. The multiplicity 

of existence. I should do some Sixthman work, and my 

chapter course, etc, etc. But it is only noon. The day

will continue. I am looking forward to having a better 

relationship with time. There is so much I’d like to do,

and now I am most free to do it all. Venture out, 

appreciate what is there, you don’t have to have 

someone else’s life, or what it appears to be, the friends,

 the hanging out, the invitations, remember, you are 

growing into yourself. Every moment a stepping 

into the feeling of opening, of being in community, of 

balancing and unfolding. You got this.

I am surrounded by books and colors and textures, 

music and the wafting of delicious scents unfurling in 

clouds of smoke, the belief of something new is the 

color of my aura, my own space surrounds me, and 

love emanates and retreats back into myself. I am 

attracting all that is attractive, all I love and desire 

comes back towards me. There is beauty in the air and 

in life, existing feels right. The spot-onness, the oneness 

of every moment is there when I reach out for it, 

believe in it and believe in myself. I am learning the 

things I should do, can do, will do if I allow myself to 

believe in the presence of things.



What does life look like when I believe in the goodness 

of others? I am open to every opportunity and create 

bonds where there was otherwise separation. What does

life look like when I believe in the greatness of myself? 

Like a flower unfolding, it releases its fragrance and its

beauty may be witnessed by all others. I am an example, 

but more-so, an example to myself. Once I begin 

to show myself all my inherent capacities, all the 

blessedness of life, all the concrete evidence of the 

greatness that is inside, before and around me….

I explode into my greatest capacity. Do I affect the 

world around me? Sure, but it is mostly about living to 

the extent, the peripheries of my being. To live all the 

way out to the edges, let them seep back into me, 

let them bleed over into new worlds, let them wrought 

themselves upon existence and bless all that is around.

Be yourself. Be free. Be big. Grow as big as possible. 

Stop inhibiting yourself. Allow people to be what you 

fear of them, annoyed, judgy, whatever. Be yourself and 

let the chips fall where they may. What someone else 

thinks of you is not a problem, it just is. Learn to enjoy 

yourself in life. Take part in conversations, listen, feel, 

stop wanting to have proof of everything, of others 

loving you, of others wanting your company, they have 

been showing you, doubt no longer, learn to accept. 

What you want most is already here. What happens 

when you open your arms wide enough to accept it?



THIS DAY

This day will live in my mind forever as the day I 

met my mentor, Hans Ulrich Obrist. It was beautiful in 

so many ways, for one to see that there is someone 

besides Priya who is thinking just like me, even down 

to the way they interpret life and their childhood, 

the hopes that they have for the world, their 

assessment of history. And he uses his tool, his mind, 

so constructively, reaching out to touch the river and 

making ripples that span throughout everywhere 

and always.

There is such treasure in this day, September 3, 

listening to him echoing my thoughts. This is my tribe, 

it intersects the path where my purpose lies, it is where 

I belong. Keep investigating this space: him, Priya, 

curators, Serpentine gallery, Arcosanti, innovators that 

see the world, the space as malleable. That understand 

the interplay between idea and change. Rather, the 

application of that idea out in a space where people 

take part in it.

ONE FOOT IN FRONT OF THE OTHER, 
IN FRONT OF THE OTHER, 

FORWARD EVER. 
THERE IS NO TIME TO BE BORED, 

THERE ARE BOOKS TO READ, 
COURSES TO TAKE, 

MEETINGS TO ATTEND, 
LOCATIONS TO SCOUT, 

PEOPLE TO ENCOUNTER, 
FUNDS TO SEEK, 

WORD TO BE SPREAD, 
MINDS TO BE ENGAGED, 

PEOPLE PLACES 

AND THINGS TO CONNECT. 



This is the work I am meant to do, finally, I am within 

it, of it. Mia gave me the greatest gift last night, the 

gift of purpose. It is difficult to know the line between 

where something is from her, or me, or Zhaleh. And 

I am realizing, that’s how teamwork feels. I love this 

feeling. Everything really does go into the pot, and then 

you end up with soup.

The history of spaces, Black spaces. The idea of that 

“room in a box” -- every surface receives a projection 

and it replicates the space that is being filled. I need 

to figure out how this works with spaces that don’t 

conform to an exact square, but it can work. Stay in 

the place of excitement, curiosity, experimentation, 

growth, learning. In the space of goals first. Work on 

this project step by step and watch it become reality. 

You are already trotting down the path of intention. 

Now to figure out, should you do the proposal for the 

Atlanta iteration or the New Orleans one. Are they 

really different? For each of them now, something is 

recorded in a space, and then that space is translated 

to the box. I do like the idea of the energy being stored 

in the box, but if it’s a place for viewing, it will do that. 

And I can assure high energy in the spaces through 

intention, spending time there, knowing the people.

It is exciting to think of, if another person gets added 

on to this project, they can go out and meet people 

too. I need to get and fix my voice recorder. Get in 

the habit of taking it out with me, talking to people, 

interviewing people, having questions ready, listening, 

documenting name, age, place of residence, how long. 

So many positive habits to build as the negative ones 

slough off me. This is a time of great growth and beauty.



And dare I say it, last night, I felt what it’s like. 

Seeing men in my spectre, beautiful brown men 

with intention based organizations and work 

designated to help the community. Last night I saw 

what belonging felt like, people that will stick up for 

themselves and each other. People of the three C’s 

and three I’s. I will look out for information from Matt 

and Tori. I look forward to moving forward. Grove 

Park1 felt scary to step into, but once I left, I felt like 

part of that community. That is the feeling I’d like 

to bring to this entire venture. Like a neighborhood 

association meeting, everyone there is concerned 

with the good, the history, the present and future 

of the neighborhood, and a person that sits in, and 

experiences what that feels like, is elevated to that 

level. Can we respect our buildings, our history, our 

joint pasts, presents and futures? Can space, the thing 

which has so long divided us, bring us closer together?



What is the African’s notion of space? Is there 

anywhere they can exist that can be called their own, 

or are they subject to constantly wondering if they will 

be moved from their land, have laws put upon them 

in their own home, or have their land usurped by the 

whims of others? For Africans across the world, space and 

the loss of it has become synonymous with the loss of

land, surnames, and ancestry. We have been told 

through action, repeatedly, that there is no space that 

is solely ours. When our space is packed with natural 

or human resources, it is eligible for seizure. But there 

are places that are uniquely ours, filled with our stories, 

and the stories of our parents and grandparents. 

Spaces to be passed down to our children, for them to 

ride by or play in, to become part of. We hereby reclaim 

our space. We fill it with the stories that we have made 

within it, letting our memories resound.

“This land is my land, this land is your land” is an 

eponym of erroneous thinking. How often do you 

remember that we know that you have no more claim 

to this land than any one of us? We have become to 

look at our lives differently, you have seen us waking up. 

Nowadays we demand to control our own food, laws, 

interactions, communication and space.



Love may be the easiest thing I know. I feel like I was

born in love with every person, and just a bit of 

attention activates me in their direction, and off I go. 

Thinking of our long life together and how wonderful 

it will be. I am learning at the moment, how to grow 

in love, how to not act like I don’t have social skills, 

wait my turn to speak, not proselytize or interrupt, 

listen to others, let things build, know about time when 

it comes to everything. 

Of course, there can be a spark, but wait to see how 

feelings look when they become actions. Does he 

treat you with respect? Is he aligned with your 

spiritual path? How does he relate to you physically? 

Does he disappear?  You have learned enough now 

to know, that it is foolish to go past three strikes, 

over three usually means three hundred, easy. And if 

you feel ashamed to share information about who 

he really is with your friends early on, that too is a 

telltale sign. You have things in common with people, 

more people than the average person, this does not 

mean that every one is your soulmate, but you are 

fortunate enough to feel kinship with many.

Keep believing in love. You needn’t downplay it, just 

allow it time to see what it really is. Build friendship, 

go on dates that don’t require money, see if he likes 

games and words and books. Ask the last book he read, 

what did he like about it? Ask about his spiritual path. 

What are his relationships like with individual family 

members? And an important tidbit (realized just now), 

you are like the ocean, deep, wide. Do not drown 

him with questions or the demand for knowledge 

from the onset. Wade into each other, slowly, patiently,

with the knowledge that there are many mysteries within, 

many possibilities for danger, but also transcendence. 



Allow yourself to venture out, paced by the knowledge 

that it is unwise to go too far too fast, lest your feet slip 

out from under you.

Kinship is not love. But it can be a part of it. Let things 

grow. Take your time, let him set the speed. Let him 

come to you, ask for you, woo you. Let him speak to 

you about himself, don’t run every conversation. 

Learn to listen. Be patient. Learn forgiveness, learn to

trust again. Be upfront about your difficulties in 

relationship, but without revealing everything. 

Don’t come to him with a list of things he has to meet,

or get excited just because he fulfills one measly 

requirement like introducing you to his friends or 

family or having you over his house. This alone does 

not determine success. Know that you are flawed, but

working on yourself, and he has the right to this too. 

Look into his eyes when you speak, ask your guides to 

be present for you all.

Ask, learn, listen, observe. Let what is really there 

guide you, don’t just throw everything in, thinking it 

is right. Allow yourself the space to be. With him, 

without him, around him, within him, of him, for him,

by him, alongside and between and betwixt and around.

See how he reacts to your words. Recognize the gifts of 

his own that he lays at your feet. Expect the best of him 

in every moment, but even more, accept only the best 

for yourself. You got this.



And there it is. I am constantly concerned about who I 

am around others, about being awkward, too effusive, 

too forthcoming, too amped. But there within that, 

a little girl just walked up to me and with pure joy,

waved and said, 

“HEY! WHAT’S YOUR NAME?” 

We proceeded to a short conversation in which we 

were both interested in the soul essence of the other. 

It was not awkward or forced or strange. It was the joy 

that comes with unabashedness. 

There is something extra beautiful about caring -- less. 

I was spinning into a web of losing a connection with 

a man whose company was fun last night. Thinking he 

wrongly stored the number I provided him with. Took a 

break from the last sentence to add him as a friend on 

Facebook. I wish I could be more chill, but there’s hardly 

any chill in me, and that’s ok. And the older I get, 

the more I find myself erupting when upset, laughing 

loud and smiling broadly while I sit by myself. I think 

about it sometimes, is this okay, is that? And the 

answer must be yes. It is alright to be yourself, it is 

alright to make mistakes, it is alright to feel scared, 

awkward, brilliant, manic, depressed, it is okay to shine, 

to be invisible. 

 

Something that could be good for me is to believe less 

in coincidences. Even inasmuch as I disbelieve in them. 

Say the word “I” less in sentences, or suspend caring 

about any of these things. In more important news, I 

have ten library books available on hold. Life is good.



Here I am in my park. There is a hawk just paces from 

me on a low branch. When I got up from my seat 

due to mosquitoes, it took flight and looked at me. I 

wanted to take its picture but did not. Hopefully, the 

mosquitoes are not a problem on Saturday. I’ll warn 

folks beforehand. I feel a kinship with, an ownership 

of this park. Every time I come, the feeling is closer to 

magic than creepiness. I feel myself growing into it, and 

it around me. And this is the way of spaces.

I wanted to write yesterday, about all the things I am 

realizing about space and its changing of hands, about 

migrations and where we are going, and the things we 

may not see, but history sees. About the African in the 

world, and throughout and what it means to have our 

resources always usurped by men who think they have 

the best plans for it. About the increase in degeneracy 

in areas that are being, or about to be gentrified. 

About what it means to be a displaced people. About 

diasporas and genocides, about settlements and gentry, 

about theft and displacement, about having to shout 

to claim what is to be yours, what was yours. But also, 

who does land really belong to? Is it simply the most 

forceful that gets their way, or the most cunning, or 

both? 

In this moment, I imagine coming here every morning. 

Running here with a small backpack and a pad 

that I write on, then transfer to my laptop, or some 

other technologically savvy way of cross-pollination. 

Sometimes I think wild thoughts, like this park did 

not exist here before I wanted an outdoor space with 

a sense of seclusion, covering, openness. Or that 

the changing of my goals coincided with this space, 

somewhere that shows -- just by being -- what I aim to 

do in my work.



All the cards and the books and the oracles said such 

interesting disparate things today. Can I respect them 

all? Take pieces of each message and weave them 

together into a quilt of possibility. A hard drive broke 

in the middle of a meeting, a hard drive was purchased 

(how quickly money goes), and now I just want to 

eat and read books from the library. Though the card 

said the time to read and take courses was over, now 

was time to do. I want to look through the ten books 

I just got, the twenty at home, and take a load back. 

So in a sense, that is the dissipation of reading. Space, 

magical magical space, uniting or dividing by what 

comes between it. Asking us to be different versions 

of ourselves, creating and recreating our definition of 

home.

The leaves are falling in a rhythm I want to give in to. 

I feel comforted by Zhaleh offering up her home, just 

in case, so it doesn’t have to default to my own. A leaf 

just fell on my laptop, as I think about how the different 

ways the trees are stacked among the rocks gives them 

such character, the way the leaves shivering below say 

volumes. Someone is mowing across the way and there 

is a constant din, but also, leaves falling, rhythmically, 

asking me to believe in magic again. To soften my heart 

and continue unknotting it so that it is ready, ready to 

love when it is time, even for that type of Agape love 

that I can feel growing as I meet new people, go to 

new places, become enamored with new pockets of 

life, as I expand my world from right here where I am, 

where I’ve been, as I take in this city with new eyes, 

new thoughts, new ideas, new goals, new truths, new 

understandings.



In this moment, I am so grateful for this time. Grateful 

that this is actually me writing from the present. That 

I can see it, feel it, the singular and collective shifts. 

The hardware, software, the digital and tangible, the 

stretches across space and time, the people all over 

this world, existing somewhere in this very moment, 

a multitude of all realities coexisting. And I think of 

the box transmitting that reality to another box in real 

time. Five projectors all recording and transmitting to 

Kingston, Accra, London, Paris, Port-Au-Prince, Dakar, 

New Orleans, Los Angeles, Panama, Guinea, Valencia, 

New York, Suriname, Johannesburg, Amsterdam, Bahia, 

Salvador, Angola, Lisbon, Sydney, Prague, New Delhi, 

Atlanta. All around the world people experiencing each 

other, talking to each other, leaving each other notes 

and stories and thoughts. Dancing for each other, 

painting for each other, stripping down to the core of 

who they are, not in front of a film squad, but in front 

of the world. 

 

And the first thoughts of “that is not safe” diminishing 

into a fog of “who cares?” Let the people speak, let 

them voice who they are, let them claim their space, 

let them have something that is theirs, let them be, let 

them be, let them be.



UNCOVER

Now I am sitting on another bench, the area with more 

mosquitoes, where I got that serious bite on the toe, 

the beautiful space. Thinking of starting here, asking 

for stories from this neighborhood, making this the 

place I begin. This is not just about “black space”, but 

about history, about beauty, about discovering how 

much exists for you, how much is in front of you, what 

you can change every time you open your mouth. Can 

I pilot this here? Let it get a little cooler, before rainy 

season, do some cleaning, reach out to the community, 

go to neighborhood meetings, contact people in the 

neighborhood, make flyers, explore, dig, find the name 

of this space (start there) build with it, listen to it, 

beautify it, make it magical. Yes, make this my pilot, the 

first one. I can bring that up at the brainstorming but it 

sounds right.

Contact the city and ask about water. Try out the 

barbecue pit. Make it clean, make it beautiful. Make it 

happen.



Let everything unfold, unravel, develop, reform. 

Now I am more aware, about where things are 

connected and disconnected. Your soul, your gifts 

are calling, screaming out to you, asking you to 

follow the path that is laying itself before you. 

And you cannot venture down two diverging paths 

at once, one at a time. So what will you allow for 

yourself, what will you chase, what feels worthy 

of you? It is not what you want to do to give up at 

the first sign of difficulty. But sometimes, you must 

admit that things are broken, damaged, and that 

usually, they reflect the spirit inside of you. You are 

strong even when you pretend to be weak. And if 

you don’t let it out in one way, you will let it out 

in another.

Forgive yourself, for failures little and large. 

Run into your gifts and let them rush back into you. 

What will you try, what will you allow yourself, 

what are you able to accomplish, what can you 

admit? Breathe into spaciousness. Accept that you 

will enter the new path. Open yourself to the new, 

and the old will be ready for resolution. Work on

what you can in whatever way is possible. 

Tomorrow is a huge day for you, like an unveiling 

of the you you’ve been spending so much time 

becoming. Walk into her. Open her, unveil her. 

Turn your head from the mean whispers, inside and 

out. Believe that the world is there for you, waiting, 

wanting you to enter your fullest self so they may 

profit from it.

Let your imagination fly. Let your beingness unfold. 

Forgive yourself. Forgive where you have gone 

wrong, and where you have gone right. Take stock 

of the totality of you, breathe. You are the magician, 

work your magic, be your reality. Love. Live.



Must I scour the earth for you? Is that what I am doing, 

or is it really all about my work, this project? This path 

I must blaze is about all of us, you, me, the global us.

I feel like you are elsewhere, that I will fall in love many 

more times before I meet you, every day maybe, but when

we meet, there will be a subtle difference that will mean

all the world. At times I wonder if you are similarly on 

a crusade for me. Will we meet in the middle, or will I 

go all the way to you, or you come all the way to me? 

I rest only in knowing that you will not let me disappear. 

When we meet, maybe it will not be fireworks and 

honeysuckle, but you will not meet me, encounter my 

mind and soul, and then slink off into oblivion. You will 

know what you have found, so will I. You will come for me.

Then we will fold into every ounce of work and purpose 

and righteousness, we will tumble into the joy of 

coexistence, of mixed wills and livelihood. The world 

will glimmer because of the light of our souls. Two souls

that have done tough work, that have cried, screamed, 

shaken, broken, rebuilt ourselves over and over from 

the scraps of our dreams. Right now, there is JR, 

genealogy project and recordings, Black Box: tiers one 

and two. So many layers of looking into oneself, and

both forward and back at the same time. My day job 

is falling off me, and this work is stepping up into its 

space. All the world is yelling, change! grow! move! 

And I, still scared to heed the call, knowing you are on 

the other side of it, wanting to be so good for you,

so ready, so beautiful that I can not sully you with who

I’ve been. I know that means I must continue the 

hard work, let go of the comfort people, places, 

and things. Be okay with being alone or lonely or by 

myself or simply in a league of my own. Put to the side 

egotistical statements like that (or is it?) and cultivate 

all the beautiful things.



Ah yes. Cultivation. Pen Pals. Liquid mirrors. Let the 

people look onto themselves from the outside. Let them 

peek into an existence they never imagined imagining. 

Open the world back unto themselves. And the ones 

that are not there for you, let them go. 

HOW CAN THE PEOPLE BE IN 

COMMUNICATION WITH EACH OTHER? 

Still thinking of phone booths and teleportation, 

though I can tell noone this truth. Still thinking of the 

conductivity of water and the messages it stores and 

transmits.

STORE AND TRANSMIT

That is the single most important phrase in this 

whole thing. Store and transmit, repeat ad finitum. 

CPU - central processing unit. That must be me. Get

ready, prepare yourself for the ride, it’s going to be wild. 

All the books I’d like to finish, the places to go, the people 

to meet. One thing at a time. This is not a race to the 

finish, this is a journey, unfolding before itself, unto itself, 

step by step. I have the right to embark upon it in any 

way that feels right to me.

404-514-3384

That is the type of mind I have today, that is the 

number for an owner in East Atlanta Village. I walked 

by the Locals building and thought for some strange 

reason, that if they who had a developed building 

missed their payments, maybe I could make them. 

But then again, they also have the theater across the 

street. What happened with the woman that put 

money into renovating that space and then stepped 



away from it? And I remember my dream, of living and 

working in that space. The way I felt when I saw it open 

in real life. Everything I felt before this dream began to 

take hold of me. 

Today I realized that just like that box of objects, I am 

picking up all sorts of things, throwing them into the 

box of my mind. That beautiful Muslim woman at 

Sevananda, throw her in the box, just in case. 

Black Box is an idea, wanting so much to be formed, 

and I am throwing it into every medium; this book, 

my album, genealogy and podcast, WERD/CJ Walker 

museum, the Antilles to Australia and back, shipping 

containers, my mind growing larger with each 

moment’s indulgence.

If an idea is big enough, you can put it anywhere. 

Though this idea is still hazy. What is at the core of all 

those things? 

IT IS THAT SPACE CAN BE 
USED TO SHAPE THINGS. 

It can at once recall and create memory. It can look at 

the past in a way of absolving the present and creating 

a more gorgeous future. The more space is filled, and 

with truth, the more it brings together.

I am starting to feel like I live here at Joe’s. This morning, 

someone was asleep on the ground outside of the 

theater I’m speaking of. They woke up, yawning and 

stretching as if they were waking up in their bed. 

Today, I’m feeling more like myself, with waist length 

grayish-white hair. I’ll be seeing Kendrick by tonight, 

work is scaring me, obviously, but I am determined to 

catch up. The barnraising was had, tonight’s my Zhaleh 

call and also the announcement at Estoria of the Living

Walls grant recipient. I found the time capsule in



Amarillo that will be opened two weeks from now, 

and am determined to go. That resulted from looking

up the word cornerstone and then following the link 

on Wikipedia to time capsules -- seeing the picture on 

the side of the Helium Center, pulling up my calculator 

to add 50 to 1968, going to the website to see if the 

September opening date had already happened.

And these are the lucky moments, not the grants that

shower me with money for my project (though that

would help) but seeing Intisar at Sevananda, deciding 

to travel to Amarillo, seeing life open itself incrementally 

before me, within me, around me. Yes, this is a 

beautiful time.

Now, I am pondering a building. It is all black inside. 

You insert a coin, and the doors open to you. Inside is 

the evidence of Black life in that city, inside is the story 

of all the things that building has been before. Inside is

someone on a stage talking about what they did in 

that space, who they were, what they saw, what they 

learned, what they felt. It is all recorded, the building is 

always recording. The space is stuck there, the building 

is always on. Even when it was not recording, it was 

storing and transmitting, the energy has always been there.

Look into the Locals building, what has it been, 

what will it be, what stories do people have to tell, 

was it Black Owl tattoo? Can people talk about the 

tattoos they got, the shoes they bought, the rough 

nights in EAV, is it that storytelling bar, is it just Black? 

Can I live there? Can I maintain rent? How does all 

this happen, is it possible, is it sensible, is it feasible, 

do the stories write themselves, do people want to be 

recorded, do they want to step into a space just to be 

recorded, does anyone remember the history of this city?

Is it truly slipping away? One building at a time, is this 

the first building?



491 FLAT SHOALS AVE SE

ATLANTA, GA 30316

When this space was The Locals, it dealt with only 

Local Brands. Who were those people? Can they 

come speak about what they did? How far back does 

this space go? Was Black Owl Tattoo nextdoor?

Imagine. You put in a dollar and a door opens. 

Inside is a black space, with black walls. There is 

a space with shelving, where there are all sorts of 

knicknacks. There is a small stage with someone 

talking, they are speaking on a Black experience in 

Atlanta, EAV to be exact, in this very building maybe. 

They are talking about their tattoo they got nextdoor, 

their sneakers they bought here and the adventures 

had in them. There is a petition on the door saying 

storytellers get in for free. At any time, people may 

bring their people along and tell a story. This Black 

space is being broadcast, into New Orleans, into Los 

Angeles, into New York. Overseas to the Caribbean, 

Africa, Europe. It is a building. The building is the 

space where the voices are heard, where the stories 

are told, where the experience takes place, where the 

people are gathered, the building is the space where 

things are kept, the building is the storehouse, the 

recorder and transmitter, it is the building, it does 

not have to be a shipping container, it does not have 

to move, it is about the projection, but it is about 

something more, it is about memory, and secrets, and 

embracing blackness as our most beautiful thing. It is

mobile and stationary. It can be broadcast into the 

shipping container in the future. It is transitory in its 

placement. People can come in and change the theme,

they can change the stories being told, they can 

change the things being stored there. Going to my 

building…now.



Can you remember how it opened up for you? How the 

universe opened itself up, petal by petal, as you waited 

and worked and believed. There are signs in your life 

that are asking for you to heed them, contemplate how 

the resistance helps and hurts you. On the other side of 

these things, will you still clutch on to them as if they

were your only hope? When you are sitting in the arms 

of your dreams, will your mind be clouded with the 

thoughts they refuse to release now? You have it all 

inside of you, the ability to work hard, work past all

these things, clamor your way to the heights of yourself.

Believe in the best for you and accept nothing less. 

Keep looking out the future’s window, back into this 

present, seeing life in the way that you want it. 

Crying, complaining, begging, stressing, those are 

clues that something needs to change.



Maybe there is a part of me that misses teaching. 

But I was probably still the same critical, proselytizing, 

observant, concerned person back then too. There is,

however, a part of me that wants to disseminate 

information, teach people something, get them to see 

something different. This is not really what this book 

is for though, not for judging myself, not for criticizing 

myself. There are things that have been said that sit on 

my chest, though I want to be rid of them. If he could 

hear everything and say, yes, I see where those things 

were difficult for you, would I start to feel different? 

Would it ease those perceived betrayals into nothing?

Let it be learned, some people can not see themselves. 

All they see is the them they want to be. Your trying 

to point it out only makes things worse. Learn who 

those people are and ease those things in yourself too. 

Learn how to be joyous, how to accept what you want 

and turn away from the rest. He may think wrong of you, 

all his friends, all his family, they may think wrong of you, 

believe in yourself.

The ideas are still flooding over, but last night I found 

out about reality capture technology and the way 

3D laser scanning systems work. People are out 

there capturing UNESCO sites, everything is about 

UNESCO anyways, I confront the word in whispers 

and shouts. I’m aware that what I want to offer is 

important. A storehouse of Black spaces. That changes 

from a place for people to perform -- though they could 

probably do that too -- but I love the idea of sending 

a space off to another space. And yes, people could 

perform in those spaces once projected.



Start off in the spaces that have been lost, the spaces 

that have already disappeared, or the places where 

things are moving away. Capture and store, allow 

people to create within those spaces. That’s a good 

direction to start in. But that would mean -- when it 

comes to “filming” -- capturing the space with the 

scanning, and recording the people in front of the 

greenscreen.

I am imagining something big: big tech, big goals, 

big project. It can happen. I’d like to capture spaces 

that are disappearing, and document what has 

happened to places that are gone, I’d like to recreate 

the past, and send them all in a package across the

world, let people know this is our world, this is how

it is changing, look at the trends, see what is 

happening around the world. We have given an inch 

and look at what that led to. Of course we know 

what has happened to our bodies, but look at what 

has happened to our spaces, that we built out of the 

ruined scraps. Reach out to people, don’t be afraid. 

Grow into yourself, little by little, the possibility is there,

always there. Keep thinking, keep growing, keep 

reaching, move.

Royal Peacock, MJQ, The Beautiful Restaurant. Yes, 

herein this idea is changing again, but also hearkens 

back to an old idea about a book about disappearing 

spaces in Atlanta. How many have fallen siege to the 

effects of gentrification since then? At this moment, 

I would like to store the spaces that are disappearing, 

the Black spaces, record audio stories, put them within 

the context of globalization. Is this happening around 

the world? Does it look the same? We have been privy 

to migrations, exoduses, forced removals, our bodies 

tossed around like flotsam. In the midst of all this, we



have created and recreated empires, only to see them 

usurped over and over again. We know of the 

precious resources like gold, petroleum, and even our 

own manpower, we know of the need to move us here 

and there to get the desired resources. Now, in this 

place, there is a desire for land. And in the seizure of all 

this space, our history is interrupted yet again, our Black 

businesses, radio stations, nightlife, restaurants, these 

things that have changed hands over and over again, 

and now in 2018 are being taken again for the whims 

of men.

Who are we to willingly hand over our bodies, our land, 

our resources, our artforms, our minds? Who are they

to take them, continually? In this project, Black spaces, 

disappearing spaces, endangered spaces will be 

captured and stored, and alongside them, the voices of 

the people that have been there, the songs that have 

been sung, the poems written, the dances danced, the 

music, the paintings that have been created there.

Apache, or whatever it is now. Hold on to these spaces, 

as they go, so does our history. And one day someone 

may write a book, but what about the feeling of them, 

can you store that too? The magic that was there? 

Can you put out an open call to people that have been 

in that space, found love and magic in that space, 

presented their art in that space, can the container 

become those old spaces, when you call out what is 

happening, does it change?

I may also document spaces that have reached 

destruction. Like the old Paschal’s, pair it with stories 

and views of the new Paschal’s.



This project feels like 

it is at once moving forward,

and at a standstill 

or something weird. 

It is interesting learning to 

engage with this feeling, 

the process of dealing with 

very small setbacks, 

like the space not being 

exactly what I’m looking for, 

or a speaker asking for more 

than I can afford. 

It is interesting to find 

the part in myself that has to 

say no, I cannot, or 

this does not work for me, etc.

 To reach out to strangers 

or people I’ve not talked to in 

a long time, to try and try and 

try again. 

I guess the real question 

now is, how will I get 

some people for enough 

that I can afford it?



The way this feels is more special than I previously 

imagined, this black love, this man who makes excuses 

to be close to me, wants to see me, hear my voice, 

be in my presence, commune with me, be in contact 

with me, write and call, lay on each other as we read 

together, trace my skin absentmindedly with his fingers. 

He has the heart of a romantic, but is so practical too. 

I remember now, the time I took looking for my love. 

Writing about him, dreaming him up. I got sidetracked 

by someone who ended up thinking that standing me 

up for two hours meant that I should not leave, should 

not expect him to pick up the phone, should never 

speak of it again. I allowed myself to be treated in all 

sorts of ways, and then believed those same people 

when they told me I should be quiet. Now I am in 

something so beautiful. He treats me with care and 

concern, and when I express any issue, which hardly 

happens, he listens. Really listens. It’s not something he 

says, it’s something he does. And ah, the difference. 

The waking up next to his brown skin and warm smell. 

The looking into his eyes and laughing together.

He met me, saw me, was interested, pursued, 

courted, wooed, protected, cherished, guarded, loved. 

My heart came back to life, bit by bit, it opened and 

flowered, its fragrance gracing everything it touched. 

I am grateful for the time alone, the time I learned to 

be by myself, the time I learned methods of forgiving 

myself and others, the treats that were in store when 

I found I didn’t have to be anything but myself. 

And being myself, I loved her, and so did someone else. 

Many someone elses in fact. My friends, my family, him. 

They love me. They do not think I am too much, they do

not shy away from me, they recognize the beauty I am, 

what I hope to impart, to share with them. He pays 

attention, to my texts, my calls, my presence, to me, 



what makes me tick, what makes me joyful. I do

the same, we almost outdo each other.

With him, I am my best self. The self I always 

remembered, and believed was still in me, but now, 

she jumps to the forefront, she sparkles and shines. 

I love her so, and that is where he finds the space 

to love me. I always imagined this, but never knew, 

never…that it would feel this brilliant, this wholifying, 

this free, this magical, this effervescent, this effulgent. 

This revolutionary, Black love. It is sweeter than 

anything I ever imagined.

This morning, I saw a black woman pushing a stroller. 

It was about 11 AM, when the stroller passed and a 

black baby was inside, it was quite shocking. At this 

moment, I realized the amount of stasis that we are 

still caught up in after so many generations. When the 

norm is for black women to push white babies, when 

our families being separated from each other is what 

we know and expect. Who rendered this upon us, 

who taught us to expect for ourselves that we take care 

of everyone but us?



Just thought of something, concerning dating someone 

from another country. I have heard him speak in his 

syntax so much, that I have learned to speak it, now 

when he speaks to me in a certain way, sometimes I 

want to respond to him using the format of English 

that he uses to speak. So in a way, though there may 

be some forming of the way he speaks English based 

off of what he’s picked up from being around me, there 

is a proportionate unlearning English on my end and 

starting to form something new. 

Therefore, between the two of us, it’s like we’ve 

formed our own pidgin English that we can speak to 

each other, understand, and respect the intonations, 

inflections, latent meanings, gestures, and mannerisms 

of. The language formed between two people, is thus 

a moniker of past, present and future. It creates the 

possibility for two different people to communicate with 

each other despite their level of understanding.

Therefore, if you have a person that is speaking to 

another person, if they communicate long enough, 

they will start to understand each other. So, if there’s 

a booth that someone goes into, let’s say they can put 

any coin from anywhere in their country inside of it. 

There is another booth in another country at the same 

time. So you step into the box, and you can tell a story, 

do a performance, kind of like a recorded message. One 

person at a time steps into the box, but there could be 

more than one at a time, if the space is big enough. 

Now I am thinking of a photo booth, thinking of the 

way it puts money into a space, then a program starts 

running, a camera is used, and the information is stored 

and passed along to you in a different format. Yep, it 

could be any dollar amount that people want to build.



This thing could be about the size of a booth and 

moved anywhere. Only the material that is not lewd or 

obscene would be passed along in the next round.

So in this case, it’s more of a game that’s being played. 

It can be loaded with interesting looking stuff. Kind 

of also like one of those peep show boxes where 

you put the money in and you get to watch different 

porn channels. But in this case, you’d be able to scroll 

through different content that’s been loaded in the box.

So the participators are sharing their stories and paying 

to do so. They have the ability to leave and receive 

a story. On the inside, there could even be different 

backgrounds you could choose. Usernames could 

allow you to resume a conversation with a particular 

individual. They could store previous interactions. 

SOMETHING BIG ENOUGH 
TO HAVE 3-4 PEOPLE IN AT A TIME. 

WHAT ARE THE ZONING CONSTRAINTS 
IF IT’S ONLY THAT BIG, 

WHAT ARE THE SAFETY ISSUES?

IN THAT CASE, 
THOSE DIFFERENT BUILDINGS 

COULD BE STORED IN THE FUTURE. 

OK, SO SOMETHING THAT CAN RECORD, 
ACCEPT MONEY, 

CHANGE PROJECTIONS IN THE BACKGROUND,
IS RELATIVELY PORTABLE BUT STILL SECURE, 

HAS ENOUGH SPACE TO STAND OR SIT, 
TECH STUFF IS SAFE INSIDE OF, 

AND CAN RECEIVE AND TRANSMIT 
AUDIO AND VISUAL, 

ON AT LEAST ONE WALL.



This would also make it easy to have more than one, 

and to replace it if anything needs to be replaced, 

again, it’s only the technology that’s needed. Portable 

isolation booth.

Acoustic phone booth.



Not sure where to leave this, leaving it here though it 

sullies my intentions a bit, this is the truth of last night, 

a truth I will look back on and laugh at, a truth that 

doesn’t have to actually remain truth for me. Now I am 

in a loving relationship where there is integrity, truth 

and communication, neither of us running away from 

difficult conversations. 

This morning it all congealed in my brain, there is a 

tendency to blame the reaction and ignore the action. 

To look at all the things that make one hurt, and 

instead of assessing where the behavior could have 

been changed, be upset that the offended is affected, 

upset by their inability to accept the lies and coverups. 

Again, this comes to value. It is only one’s value that 

allows them to be treated a certain way, when people 

know their worth, truly, they do not sit and wait and 

accept lesser treatment, and they definitely do not allow 

themselves to be told that they are wrong for their 

reaction, in any way shape or form, even if it is just a 

lack of proper reconciling, or the omission of apology.

There is an amount of ignoring that shows a person 

is taking that time and space to undo the misdeed in 

their mind. I want to be strong enough to stand up and 

walk away, to face head on those things I do not need. 

I am embarrassed to have smelled that shirt, to try to 

understand the amount of wrinkle on a freshly washed 

shirt, to try to place what they meant, because seeing 

them told the story, just like seeing the shirt with its size 

four tag told me who it belonged to. There are other 

objects like that, some of which he told me I was wrong 

about, that cried out with the energy of her, sometimes 

there were things he tried to cover up, the Victoria’s 

Secret lotion that was his for example. And these things 

in the future became jokes about my jealousy, even by



his mom, who did not know how long he lied to me 

about it.

At some point, I must say to myself, I know who I am 

and if you mark it as jealousy or a problem that I am 

sensitive to the descansos of your ex marking paths 

throughout your house, then I am over that. You can 

call me jealous, it no longer matters or offends me. I 

know that it is ok to be sensitive to those things, to feel 

the importance of her hanging shirt, to hear more in 

the absence of her name when asked, or the attempt to 

attach the shirt to your mom. And after all that, to say 

you forgot the lie that was causing you pain, that you 

were drunk and in pain, to go from putting things off 

on one day, to the next day, letting it fade into weeks.

And this is the same way lies mutate. Appearing to 

disappear, but enduring the mitotic path of splitting 

and doubling and becoming so large and invisible that 

they suffocate everything, stifling the very air they 

have joined. And in the case that my leaving was an 

overreaction, so was my coming. Her items guarded tell 

me of your intentions. You could have gotten up and 

thrown it in the trash, instead of turning on the tv and 

trying to drown out what was happening.

So if you call me crazy, if your friends defend you, if 

your mom says I’m too jealous, or if none of them say 

anything, if you understand what happened last night, 

if you catapult into uncaring, if you care and push it 

down into the soles of your feet, if this is evidence of 

me being jealous, having rules, complaining, calling 

you a lie person, than so be it. I am not going to sleep 

sandwiched between you and remnants of her.



If I look at myself, tell myself the truth of me, see the 

situation and what I do not want of it, if I am truthful 

despite your cover-ups, it becomes evident, this is not 

healthy for me. I’m not sure of the full truth of that 

shirt, but even if it’s what you said (aside from it being 

your mom’s), it holds to much importance, hanging 

there next to your bed like a promise, like a key into her 

life whenever you need. Hanging above all your clothes 

folded on the chair, more important, hyper-present.



Culture created in a box. Can we create a genre 

outside the sector of the rest of the world? What 

happens when we keep our black genius internal, 

not allowing our resources to be reaped for those 

who see our bodies as their own property, whether 

through slavery, moving us from neighborhood to 

neighborhood through gentrification, or usurping our 

mannerisms, colloquial language, or dances. What if 

all this belonged only to us, for a while? If our natural 

resources could not be stolen, if we called upon the 

richness of our ancestry, the beauty of our future, if 

we took a moment not to supply everything to the 

world that they were not prepared to create balance in 

compensating value for.

What if it looks like: there are a series of parties in 

Atlanta where we create music, dance, art that is very 

specific to Atlanta. Those things are recorded, the way 

people dance, individually and together, the music is 

recorded, if any art is made…it is recorded. That party 

becomes replicated in New Orleans. There are two 

parties there, a before and after. The before is a strictly 

NOLA vibe, the after builds on the influences of the 

Atlanta party. The same happens in LA, Chicago, 

New York wherever. How does this become replicated 

in the international space. What was recorded in Atlanta, 

New Orleans, LA, etc is then stored and replicated in 

their corresponding language cities. In this case, it can 

either be recorded and replayed/projected, or those 

people can travel to the new space and perform there. 



So it looks like this:

ATLANTA: RELAPSE THEATER
DECEMBER 1ST (SET)

NOLA 
JANUARY 1ST (SET)

LOS ANGELES
FEBRUARY 1ST (SET)

PLAY DAY (ATL • NOLA • LA)
MARCH 1ST

APRIL 1ST

RESPONSE

Should I include New York, Amsterdam, Johannesburg? 

Yes.

BLACK BOX: 

IN SEARCH OF AN 
AUTONOMOUS BLACK GENRE, 

CREATED WITHIN A BLACK BUBBLE 
THAT REMAINS OURS. 

CELEBRATING THE BEAUTY 
OF BLACK LANGUAGE, MUSIC AND DANCE. 

ARTISTS OF ALL SORTS THAT
ARE INTERESTED IN BEING PART OF THE 

PROJECT COME TO BLACK SPACES 
AND POUR THEIR ART INTO “THE BOX,” 

WHICH IS THEN PASSED AROUND BETWEEN 
BLACK SPACES AROUND THE WORLD, 

SHARED AND EXPANDED UPON, 
THE ARTISTS FORMING A SORT OF 
RESPONSE TO THE ART THEY’VE 
WITNESSED FROM OTHER CITIES.



Alright, here goes a new thing…

Black Box is a card set. Each target city has a different 

bunch of cards. There is a starter deck of cards that 

includes topics of discussion for each city, and at a 

BLACK BOX POP-UP EVENT

those things are discussed among the people in attendance. 

BLACK BOX LIVE

is a monthly gathering where people bring the cards to 

life through any artform, so their response can be a

speech, poem, song, artwork, monologue, whatever, 

but it comes out of response to the cards already. 

Maybe these events have a set date and sign-up 

beforehand. This could then be translated into 

something like a 

PODCAST, MAGAZINE, OR TV SHOW

So, everything revolves around the card set. 

I’d like the questions to be partly by the people of 

that place, for the people of that place, to induce 

conversation, to make people think about their 

genealogy, to get people talking within generations, to 

promote truth telling between black people, especially 

men to women and generation to generation. 

Black Box pop-up events are held in traditionally black 

spaces, especially endangered spaces. These events 

include conversation between people, maybe a bell is 

rung at some point and a volunteer gets up and shares 

their answer to one of the more interesting questions.



CATEGORIES:

• PLACES THAT MAY GO UNDER

• BEST RESTAURANT

• NEIGHBORHOODS I NO LONGER 
   WALK THROUGH

• BLACK NAME VS. WHITE NAME

• PRISON FOR BLACK BOOKS:
   AUBURN AVENUE RESEARCH LIBRARY

This is cool because the event could then take place 

anywhere, while also calling attention to black places. 

The money spent is towards the buying of the box. 

People that want to participate in Black Box Live are 

doing it because they want to, so it’s unpaid. My first 

concerns are if it seems too much like Black Card 

Revoked or anything else, but I feel that it’s more space 

specific, has more of a social component and not a 

game that everybody plays at once. Why do I feel like 

I’ve written all of this already?

This is a pack that facilitates conversation around 

Black issues.



YOU CAN WIN A CARD IF YOU 
KNOW THE ANSWER:

• WHAT’S YOUR GREAT GRANDMOTHER’S 
   NAME?

• WHAT LIBRARY CAN YOU FIND THE  
   FOLLOWING THREE BOOKS AT, 
   EXCLUSIVELY. 
   HINT: THEY CAN’T BE CHECKED OUT.

• DISCUSS A BLACK SPACE YOU FREQUENTED 
   WHEN YOU FIRST CAME TO ATLANTA 
   THAT IS GONE.

• WHAT IS THE BEST ATLANTA DANCE OF 
   THE PAST YEAR? DECADE? SHOW IT.

• WHO’S YOUR FAVORITE ATLANTA 
   STREET ARTIST? FINE ARTIST?

• DISCUSS: HOW MANY YEARS WILL MJQ 
   STILL BE AROUND?

• DISCUSS WHAT THE SPACE WE’RE IN   
   MEANS TO YOU.

• WHAT’S YOUR PURPOSE, 
   HOW DO YOU LIVE IT DAILY?

• DO YOU KNOW YOUR ANCESTRY? 

• NAME AS MANY COUNTRIES AS POSSIBLE.

• HAVE YOU EVER BEEN TO FREAKNIK?

• WHAT’S THE BEST ATLANTA HBCU? 
  (CORRECT ANSWER: CAU)

• WHAT DO YOU WISH BLACK 
   MEN / WOMEN KNEW?



Cards have two categories: 

DISCUSSION AND PLAY TO WIN

• Black Box Live is filmed and broadcast. 

 • Youtube Channel? Responses.

• How do I deal with people adding to the Black Box  

   and proprietary issues, etc?

• Writing questions that elicit possible performance 

   pieces/onstage response.

• Talk to Mia.

• Cards are black with embossed black or silver? 

   Like Beam imagination cards.

• Black Box Live could also be a place to record and 

   transmit card responses.

• Make cards typography fresh.






